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The philosophy of guidance, as well as that of education In
general. In the elementary school is based on the assumption that:
Every child should have the privilege of developing into a happy,
socially desirable, productive individual in his community. Education
is concerned with the development of children fully functioning as
persons. Guidance, therefore, becomes an Integral part of the educa¬
tional process the moment the school touches the life of the child.
The main function of the guidance program is to use our knowledge
of human growth and development in order to assist a child in becoming
a well-adjusted individual with the following behaviors:
1. Works towards purposeful goals
2. Solves all kinds of problems intelligently
3. Understands himself
4. Respects othors and cooperate with them
In recent years authorities seem to agree that the earlier con¬
structive guidance services are offered children, the greater the
probability for them to grow and develop into well-adjusted personalities.
If these services are continuous from the time the children enter ele¬
mentary school through college, many of them will experience greater
personal satisfaction and make contributions to the welfare of society
1
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than should be expected of them in the absence of guidance service.
It is believed by the writer that the ordinary school is in¬
adequate to secure certain facts about children. These have to do with
the home and general out of school conditions. It is important that
the school know these facts and conditions, in order to do its job
effectively. The demand by some superintendents that each teacher visit
the home of every child In his room at least once a year has generally
been abandoned because of the physical impossibility. Oppenhelmer,
revealed in his study of home visits made by teachers, an average
1
of three visits a year in the early years of preventive delinquency.
It is also quite clear that the classroom teacher is usually
not equipped with the techniques of visiting and securing information
that is reliable. Georgia through its school system is attempting to
extend service to children with the visiting teacher program. The focus
of this service is on the individual child who needs help which is
different from that which he receives from the regular classroom or the
principal's office. The visiting teacher deals with the child who has
problems which keep him from school or which interferes with his use of
the school while there. These problems often are the same, or closely
related to problems which adversely affect the mental health of the child
when early S3nnptoms are not dealt with, the problem develops into more
serious problems.
The chief function of the visiting teacher is to help secure for
the child a happy and profitable school experience, to help the individual
teacher and groups of teachers to understand the underlying cause of
^J. J. Oppenhelmer, "The Visiting Teacher Movement," Principles
of Guidance (1946), 200.
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individual behavior through case work, case conferences, and group dis¬
cussions of definite behavior problems. When she goes out from the
school with the problem referred to her and attempts to discover what the
situations are in the child's life which are causing the difficulties and
what the resources are needed to overcome these obstacles, many resources
may be used before any reasonable conclusion can be decided.
Visiting teachers work with the school, the individual child, his
parents and community agencies. As a liaison service this work helps to
coordinate school and community service for the benefit of the child.
The service rendered by the social service worker does not cover
all problems, nor all problem children. Scores of problems are handled
daily in the classroom, community agencies and resources, as well as the
home. Neither does th6 service relieve or duplicate other school per¬
sonnel of their responsibilities. It is not designed to handle dis¬
cipline, per se, nor for academic teaching, but for helping children
solve their problems.
Although there are School Compulsory Laws which are responsible
for seeing to it that all educable children attend school, these are
somewhat nebulous, varying from one locale to another. Most visiting
teachers and social workers are expected to enforce these laws as a
last resort.
Realizing that there are many children who, for various reasons,
are unable to take advantage of school experiences academically, socially,
_
The Visiting Teacher in Georgia (Atlanta: Georgia Department
of Education, 1961), p. 9.
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and emotionally, this is the area in which each individual is con¬
sidered on the basis of the services offered by the visiting teacher and
community agencies.
There seems to be no National criteria regarding the duties of
visiting teacher, although most states identify such a person by one
name or another. Visiting teacher, visiting counselor or social worker,
however, there are duties that are shared by all, such as: attendance
investigations, referral to community agencies, referrals to Juvenile
Court and Civil Court, conferences and consultations.
There are many school systems that go much further to Involve
the Visiting Teacher in such duties as: reporting to administration,
attendance officer, supervision, running errands, checking state registers
and several tasks too aumerous to mention here.
As the educational programs expand and become more specialized
and Involved, many of the above named duties are fast going out of
existence and more specific responsibilities are defined and supervised
by trained personnel.
Evolution of the Problem
Twelve years of teaching experience and community involvement
with children who seemed to be repeaters of certain unique behavior has
been constantly the concern of the writer. It appears that no indi¬
vidual or groups has been able to reach many of the pupils and families.
Some pupils and families appear to benefit from the services of the
Visiting Teacher, but to what degree has never been evaluated. This
encouraged the writer to Investigate these services and identify the
problem, the efforts Involved in helping to adjust the problems and
results of the efforts.
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Contribution to Educational Knowledge
The writer feels as a result of this study the focus on indi¬
vidual involvement with the family will motivate and point up the ad¬
vantages of each school having a visiting teacher. It is hoped that
consistent working relationship with the family will alleviate certain
problems that may be the causative factors of behavior that is not
desirable or acceptable.
Statement of the Problem
The problem involved in this study was to develop a profile of
the tasks of the Visiting Teacher Involved in the case-studies of
twenty-five children referred for visitation and counsel.
Purpose of the Study
The major purpose of this research was to identify and
characterize the various tasks of guidance and counseling which the
visiting teacher is called upon to perform in family situations of the
children referred to her for attendance and delinquency problems.
More specifically, the purposes of this research were to de¬
termine:
1. The t3rpes of problems children referred to the Visiting
Teacher as revealed through the study of twenty-five case-
studies in the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia.
2. The various types of specific tasks of guidance and
counseling which the Visiting Teacher is called upom
to perform day by day.
3. The socio-economic backgrounds of the families of the
twenty-five children who have been referred to the
Visiting Teacher in the North Avenue School.
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4, The apparent "self-image concept" of the referred pupils
and the "level of aspiration" of their families as the
Visiting Teacher assesses the family situation and the
individual school children.
Limitations of the Study
This study was limited to twenty-five pupils of the North
Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia who were referred to the Visiting
Teachers of Area III.
Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in this study are defined below:
1. "Visiting Teacher", refers to a combined teacher and
social worker whose chief functions are (a) the lemoval
of the existing handicaps of school children that have
resulted from their social environment, (b) the en¬
forcement of attendance regulations.
2. "Behavior", refers broadly to anything that an organism
does, including overt, physical action. Internal, physio¬
logical and emotional processes, and implicit mental
activity.
3. "Referral", refers to a pupil who has been referred to an
agency for help and study.
4. "Agencies", refers to three areas of social service that
are the concern of the home, the school and the community,
(1) Courts and related agencies; (2) family and children's
service, and (3) health services.*
^Carter V. Good, Dictionary of Education (New York and London:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1945), p. 446.
^Ibid.. p. 43.
3
Op. cit.. p. 337.
4
Edward W. Smith, Stanley H. Krouser, Jr., and Mark M. Atkinson,
The Educator's Encyclopedia (Englewood Cliffs, N, J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., p. 825.
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Locale of the Study
This study was conducted at the North Avenue Elementary School
designated as a deprived area of the Atlanta School System, zoned
under area 111 of this system. The study was conducted during the
1966-1967 school year.
Method of Research
The Descriptive-Survey Method of research, employing the
questionnaire and documentaries, was used to collect the required
data.
Description of the Subjects
The subjects used in this study were the families and the
twenty-five boys and girls ranging from eleven to fourteen years in
age and enrolled in grades fourth through seventh. They are racially
Identified as Negroes who were enrolled in the North Avenue Elementary
School of the Atlanta Public School System, during the 1966-67 school
year.
Description of the Instruments and Materials
The basic Instruments and materials used in the study were (a)
permanent record folders, (b) referral records, (c) questionnaire,
(d) interviews, and (e) case-history profiles.
(a) Permanent record folders which carry the record
personal data, test scores, attendance histories,
citizenship ratings, and teachers marks.
(b) Referral record is an instrument for securing data on
fCPblems of the child who is to be referred to pro¬
fessional services.
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(c) Questionnaire was designed to secure pertinent Infor¬
mation on the socio-economic background of the subjects.
(d) Interview schedule designed to secure pertinent infor¬
mation on the socio-economic background of the subject
through means of personal visits to home and/or office
conferences,
(e) Case-history profile designed to show all possible
background facts and follow up procedures concerning the
subject.
Procedural Steps
The procedural steps used in conducting this study were as
follows:
1, Permission was obtained from the Atlanta Board of Education
to conduct this study.
2, The literature related was surveyed, abstracted and pre¬
sented in the thesis copy.
3, The questionnaire on the Role of the Visiting Teachers
was constructed and validated under the direction of
staff members of the School of Education, Atlanta
University,
A. The data derived from the questionnaire and official records
was assembled In appropriate table as Indicated by the
purposes of the research.
5. The data were statistically treated with reference to fre¬
quency and per cent of the data-Items on the records and
the data-ltems on the questionnaire.
6, The developed statements of the findings, conclusions.
Implications, and recommendations were Incorporated Into
the final thesis copy.
Survey of Related Literature
The services of professionally trained counselors are greatly
needed in elementary schools. They should not replace the regular
teachers who function as counselors; for the classroom teacher should
still remain the key guidance worker in the elementary school. Kruman
8
believes ths^t, "In elementary schools which have the services of a modern
trained guidance worker or teacher-counselor, almost every teacher in
the school functions better in the guidance of their children than in
1
schools where no such services are available."
Professional training in valuable to individuals who teach and
guide children in the elementary schools. In reference to the pro¬
fessional preparation of elementary school counselors, The Handbook for
Counselors suggests that the following areas be studied: principles of
guidance, techniques of counseling, mental hygiene, remedial reading,
individual testing, test and measurement, educational psychology, and
growth and development of the child. Other courses highly recommended
Include abnormal psychology, technique of case studies. Juvenile de¬
linquency, supervised counseling, techniques of research, elementary
2
statistics, group techniques in guidance , and sociometry.
Barr states that the training for the elementary school
counselor should be similar to that of the social worker, depending on
3
the expectancies from assigned duties.
Teachers and other workers dealing with children of elementary
age often encounter immature forms of behavior, which can be dealt
with successfully only if the origins and patterns of the behavior
are understood. Parent-child or teacher-child relationships cannot be
understood without a knowledge of the family and school influence on the
child's character and attitudes.
Htorris Krugmann, "Why Guidance in the Elementary School?" The
Personnel and Guidance Journal. XXXII, No. 5 (January, 1954), 249.
2
Handbook for Counselors (Long Beach, California: Long Beach
Public Schools, Mimeographed, 1958), p. 68-69.
3
John A. Barr, The Elementary Teacher and Guidance (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 1958), p. 249.
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Social workers and cliaiclans are likely to meet children at
Important crises in their lives, so whatever, they do with children
1
carries the permanency of vivid and dramatic excitement.
It is pertinent to the writer to detail characteristics behavior
of the poor in certain important life areas. This information has
utility for people and agencies trying to Improve the quality of life
for any group of people. Improvement of any situation must be based
upon understanding. There are causal links between economic deprivation
and distinctive patterns of action which is a necessary tool in
2
programs of social change.
Areas that have concerned the writer regarding the life-long
welfare of most children in the specified community in this treatise
are: family organization, children's preparation for school, health
care, and economic behavior. It is intended to reflect upon the social
sources of some of their habits of action. There are many factors
which evoke reactions that shape his character: scholastic progress and
behavior in school, his heredity, his emotional nature, his interests,
ambitions, and dislikes, thus taking the visiting teacher into the home,
the classroom, or wherever a situation exists that may help to reveal
and explain the causes of his difficulties. Since the child spends
only one-eighth of his elementary education years in school, the greater
part of his time is spent in the home, the neighborhood, or elsewhere,
that are either strengthening or undermining the work of his teachers.
_
Marian E. Breckenridge, Child Development (Philadelphia: W. B.
Saunders and Company, Philadelphia, 1949), p. 3.
2
Lula M. Irelan, Low-Income Life Styles. U. S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing
Office, 1966).
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It is obvious, therefore, that of the developmental process of
the child is to be understood and beneficial to him as it relates to
education in the society all the forces operating should be co¬
ordinates with those of the school, particularly is this true of those
children who give evidence of later serious unadjustment.
The school has turned to the visiting teacher, a comparatively
new specialist who has the two-fold basic training and experience of a
teacher and a social case worker. This person must be more than a
sympathetic visitor between home and the school, messenger, of good¬
will and good tidings from one to the other, as helpful as that is,
essential qualities of personality, technical equipment is needed to
understand and deal effectively with the factors which c^>^ri8e the
specific problems in her field. She must know the alms and procedures
of the school. To aid parents and social agencies to cooperate ef¬
fectively, training and experience in social case work is essential.
To keep the child in his environment and overcome the obstacles pre¬
sented by his own personality, it is particularly desirable that she be
familiar with the principles of modern psychology and psychiatry in
order to call upon the specialists in these fields for aid whenever
necessary or desirable.
Our nation has admittedly faced the existence of conditions which
so incapacitates great numbers of its citizens that there life circum¬
stances appear hopeless. This realization has come as a shock to many
of us in that we have not been aware of it. It was not until the
behavioral sciences developed certain skills and Insight to understand
the broad interrelationships between social position, economic
11
opportunity, self-expectation and social competence that being poor is
1
often a way of life into which people are locked from birth. Thus,
many programs and administrators are combining efforts and come up
with new and more hopeful ways of looking at the problem.
What life looks like from the bottom of society is a crucial
one. It is unlikely, that changes or reduced conditions of dependency
and deprivation are possible without the exploration of findings done
by those designated to investigate the home and community.
A continuously low Income is directly associated with certain
life situations. Crowded living quarters, reduced access to education
and recreation, occupational restriction lead to a set of general
limitations: (1) comparative simplification of the experience world,
(2) powerless, (3) deprivation, (4) Insecurity.
Limited alternatives for the poor have the slightest op¬
portunity to experience varieties of social and cultural settings.
Throughout life, they experience a very narrow range of situations and
demands.
Tabs states that the social distance between the school culture
and the home culture of the disadvantaged child results in the inability
to use the means of learning that the school provides, generates hostility
2
to the school, and resistance to what it teaches,
Jones states that because of the rising interest in the education
of the disadvantaged child, educators are striving to better understand
^Lula M. Orelan, Low-Income Life Styles (Washington, D. C.:
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1966), p. 32.
2
Sild^ Taba, "Cultural Deprivation as a Factor in School
Learning," Merrill-Palmer Quarterly (April, 1968), 158.
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them, the conditions under which they live and how to reach them. Few
of the educational elite understand that children of poverty are
actually different because they do not have the same values.^ Every
teacher, every social worker and many a parent are familiar with the
problem child - the boy or girl whose school progress or whose
reactions to normal requirements point toward later efficiency, de-
2
linquency, or some other failure in personal or social adjustment.
The visiting teacher treatment of problem children is based
upon the fact that useful citizenship and right living are the normal
outgrowth of sound training and wholesome behavior in childhood, and
that the attainment of these ends is vitally affected by environmental
influences and by the child's attitude toward himself, toward others,
3
and toward the opportunities and the obstacles he may encounter.
Especially important and relevant to those Interested in
working with low-income families on family life education are the
findings Dr. Chllman has garnered about the learning habits of many
of the poor "...a pragmatic, concrete, personal, physical learning
4
style appears to be characteristic of most low-income persons."
Summary of Related Literature
The significant points-of-departure on the problem of this
1
Frank Reslssman, The Culturally Deprived (New York: Harper and
Row, Publishers, Inc., 1962), p. 10.
2
Howard K. Nudd, The Problem Child (New York; Joint Committee




Catherine S. Chllman, "Child Rearing and Family Relationship
Patterns of the Very Poor," Welfare in Review (January, 1965), 15.
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study as reported in the literature are summarized in the separate
statements below:
1. The services of the Visiting Teacher are greatly needed
in elementary schools.
2^ The Visiting Teacher should not replace the regular
teacher who function as counselors; for the classroom
teacher should still remain the key guidance worker in
the elementary school.
3. The Visiting Teacher should be professional trained.
4. Parent-child or teacher-child relationships cannot be
understood without a knowledge of the family and school
influence on the child's character and attitudes.
5. The work of the Visiting Teacher goes into the home, the
classroom, or wherever a situation exists that may help to
reveal and explain the causes of the child difficulties,
6. The Visiting Teacher must know the aims and procedures
of the school.
7. The Visiting Teacher works to close the gap between the
school culture and home culture of the disadvantaged
child, which results in the inability to use the means
of learning that the school provides thus generates
hostility to the school, and resistance to what it teachers.
8. The Vlsitlnt Teacher strives to better understand the
disadvantaged child.
9. The Visiting Teacher treatment of problem children is
based upon the fact that useful citizenship and right
living are the normal outgrowth of the sound training and
wholesome behavior in childhood.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Organization and Treatment of Data
The presentation and analysis of the data stemming from the
problem encountered by the Visiting Teacher at North Avenue School,
Atlanta, Georgia, is designed under two parts namely: Part I -
Analysis of Questionnaire Data and Part II - Analysis of Case-Study
Data.
The questionnaire data in Part I presents the information on
socio-economic factors of the famllles--types of problems, specific
tasks of guidance and counseling, self-image-concept, and level of
aspiration.
The Case-Study Data in Part II presented the information about
each of the families of the twenty-five cases referred to the Visiting
Teacher as selected from the subjects and consolidated in a profile for
each family which portrays the socio-economic and family backgrounds.
Therapeutic Measures, and Attltudlnal Patterns characteristic of
respective families.
The treatment and presentation of the data are organized there¬
fore under five major captions: (1) socio-economic factors, (2) levels
of personal and family aspiration, (3) procedures and problems of the
school, (4) patterns of life interests and (5) twenty-five cases re¬
ferred and for each of whom a case-study profile consolidates and
14
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Interprets the data from the questionnaire and Interviews.
Part I - Analysis of Questionnaire Data
Introductory Statement
This section of the research report presents the analysis and
Interpretations of the data derived from the executed questionnaire
dealing with the socio-economic factors of the families of the twenty-
five children enrolled at the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia,
who were referred to the Visiting Teacher during the 1966-1967 school
year. The quantitative measures of the data are presented In Tables 1
through 21.
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian
The data on the educational status of the parent or guardians
of the twenty-five referral students of the North Avenue School,
Atlanta, Georgia, are presented in Table 1, page 16, with the analysis
and Interpretations under the appropriate captions below.
Ana lysis
The data on the educational status of the parents of the twenty-
five referrals are presented in Table 1. For 56 per cent of the fathers
and 8 per cent of the mothers the educational status could not be de¬
termined. Four or 16 per cent of the fathers and five or 20 per cent
of the mothers finished elementary school. Two or 8 per cent of the
fathers and seven or 28 per cent of the mothers did not finish ele¬
mentary school. Two or 8 per cent of the fathers and five or 20 per
cent of the mothers finished high school. Three or 12 per cent of
16
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF PARENTS OR GUARDIAN OF
THE TWENTY-FIVE CASE-STUDIES REFERRED TO THE VISITING




Completed Elementary School 4 16.00
Bid not Complete Elementary School 2 8.00
Completed High School 3 8.00




Completed Elementary School 5 20.00
Did not Complete Elementary School 7 28.00
Completed High School 5 20.00




Completed Elementary School 0 67.00
Did not Complete Elementary School 2 00.00
Completed High School 0 33.00




the fatheisdld not finish high school and six or 24 per cent of the
mothers did not finish high school. Two or 67 per cent of the'
guardians did not finish elementary school. One or 33 per cent of
the guardians finished high school.
Interpretations
The data on the educational status of the parents show that more
mothers were better educated than the fathers. These confirm the general
findings of a majority of previous studies which found that Negro
mothers tended to be better educated than the Negro fathers.
Reasons for Referral to Visiting Teacher
The data on the reasons for referral to Visiting Teacher of
the twenty-five referral students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta,
Georgia, are presented in Table 2, page 18, with the analysis and in¬
terpretations under the appropriate captions below:
Analysis
Table 2, presents the data on the reasons for the referral of
the twenty-five subjects of the North Avenue School to the Visiting
Teacher. Ten or 29.9 per cent of the referrals were for irregular at¬
tendance. Three or 8.87 per cent each of the referrals were because
study habits and lack of sufficient necessities. Two or 5.98 per cent
each of the referrals were conduct, attitudes toward teachers, physical
health, truancy, stealing, personal problems regarding sex and peers.
One or 2.9 per cent each of the referrals was because of: personality
self-concept, fighting, not wanting to attend language class,
motivation from grandmother. Father is in and out of city which creates
18
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF REASONS FOR REFERRAL, NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 1966-1967
Number Per Cent
Irregular Attendance 10 29.9
Stealing 2 5.9
Personality Self-Concept 1 2.9
Fighting 1 2.9
Not Wanting to Attend Language Class 1 2.9
Study Habits 3 8.87
Conduct 2 5.98
Attitudes Toward Teacher 2 5.98
Physical Health 2 5.98
Lack of Sufficient Necessities 3 8.87
Motivation from Grandmother. Father Is In
and out of City which Creates a Problem
of Decision Making 1 2.99
Losing Self-Control 1 2.99
Truancy 2 5.98
Irregular Performance In Class 1 2.99
Want to Live With Mother 1 2.99
Girl Aggrevated by Male Sibling 1 2.99
Personal Problems Regarding Sex and Peers 2 5.98
Thinks She will be Over Age In Seventh
Grade 1 2.99
Integrated School Next Year 1 2.99
Doesn't Seem to be Challenged Academically 1 2.99
Total 39 100.00
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a problem of decision making, losing self-control, irregular performance
in class, want to live with mother, girl aggreyated by male sibling
thinks she will be over age in seventh grade, integrated school next
year, and doesn't seem to be challenged academically.
Interpretations
The data would appear to indicate that the teachers of the
North Avenue School tend or refer pupils with attendance problems to
the Visiting Teacher. Perhaps, these teachers do not look upon the
Visiting Teacher as fulfilling the role of counselor.
Marital Status
The data on the marital status of the parents of the twenty-
five referral students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia,
are presented in Table 3, with the analysis and interpretations under
the appropriate captions below:
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MARITAL STATUS OF THE TWENTY-FIVE
MOTHERS OF THE CHIIDREN REFERRED TO THE VISITING
TEACHERS, NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA
1966-1967
Number Per Cent








The data showing the marital status of the twenty-five mothers
of the referrals are presented In Table 3. Fifteen or 60 per cent are
separated from their husbands, four dr 16 per cent are widows, and
one or 4 per cent was single.
Interpretations
The data on the marital status of the mothers indicate that re¬
ferral students tend to come from broken homes.
Interests and Activities of Referred Students
The data on the interests and activities of the twenty-five
referral students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia are
presented in Table 4, page 21, with the analysis and interpretations
under the appropriate captions below:
Analysis
The data on the Interest and activities of the twenty-five
referral students, are presented in Table 4.
The significant aspects of these data ara at follows. Eleven
or 11.9 per cent of the students are members of the school chorus,
nine or 9.8 per cent of the students are members of the girls club.
Eight or 8.7 per cent of students are members of the sewing club.
Seven or 7.6 per cent each of the students play on the basketball team
and football team. Six or 6.5 per cent each of the students reads
comic books and are members of the art club. Four or 4.3 per cent of
the students are members of the dramatic club, build toys, enjoy parties
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TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF THE INTEREST AND ACTIVITIES OF THE TWENTY
FIVE REFERRED STUDENTS, NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA,
GEORGIA 1966-1967
Number Per Cent
Member of Girls Club 9 9.8
Member of School Chorus 11 11.9
Reads Comic Books 6 6.5
Member of Sewing Class 8 8.7
Fire Marshall 1 1.09
Associates with Older Boys 1 1109
Basketball 7 7.6
Football 7 7.6
Member of Art Club 6 6.5
Collects Things 1 1.09
Member of Book Club 1 1.09
Member of Gra-Y 1 1.09
Parties 2 2.2
Member of Liberty Club 4 4.3
Day Camp 1 1.09
Making Scrapbooks 1 1.09
Member of Dramatics Club 3 3.3
Baseball 1 1.09
Takes Music 1 1.09
Sings in Gospel Chorus at Church 1 1.09
Building Toys 3 3.3
Airplanes 1 1.09
Academic Studies 1 1.09
Reading 3 3.3
Member of Social Club 1 1.09
Peer Activities 1 1.09
Interpretative Dance 3 3.3
Playing Gaqies Where Girls are Involved 1 1.09
Music 2 2.2
Member of Social Science Club 1 1.09
Member of Social Service Club 1 1.09
Total 91 100.00
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and music. One or 1.09 per cent each of the students is: fire marshall,
associates with older boys, collects things, member of book club,
member of Gray-Y, attend day camp, make scrapbooks, play baseball,
takes music, sings in gospel chorus at church, interested in airplanes,
academic studies, member of social club, peer activities, playing games
where girls are Involved, member of social club and member of social
service club.
Interpretations
The data on the interests and activities of referred students
indicate that their chief Interests and/or activities were: membership
in school chorus, membership in Girls Club, membership in Sewing Club,
playing basketball and football, membership in the Art Club, and
reading comic book?.
Teacher Rating
The data on the teacher rating of the twenty-five students of
the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are presented in Table 5,
with the analysis and interpretation captions below:
TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHER RATING OF THE TWENTY-FIVE
CASE STUDIES REFERRED TO THE VISITING TEACHERS,
NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA
1966-1967







The data showing teacher rating of the twenty-five referral
pupils for whom case studies were developed are presented In Table 5.
Eleven or 44 per cent, of the referrals were average students while
eleven or 44 per cent of them were poor students. Three or 12 per cent
of the referral pupils were rated as good students.
Interpretations
It was of Interest to note that 56 per cent of the referral
pupils were quite successful In their school work. It would be of
Interest to know what per cent of the 44 per cent "poor" pupils were
actually "falling" students.
Scholastic Work Habits
The data on the scholastic work habits of the twenty-five
referral students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are
presented In Table 6, page 24, with the analysis and Interpretations
under the appropriate captions below:
Analysis
The data showing the scholastic work-habits of the twenty-five
referrals of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia are presented
In Table 6. Twenty or 20 per cent each of the students are concerned
about the grades they received, and asked the teacher for help.
Eighteen or 18 per cent of the students work well alone. Seventeen
of 17 per cent of students works well with others. Fifteen or 15
per cent of students attack problem willingly. Eleven or 11 per cent
of students work up to capacity.
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TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS' SCHOLASTIC WORK HABITS, NORTH AVENUE
SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 1966 - 1967
Pattern Yes Per Cent No Per Cent
Does Pupil Work Up to Capacity? 11 11.00 14 28.5
Does Pupil Attack Problems Willingly?15 15.00 10 20.4
Is Pupil Concerned About the
Grades he Received? 20 20.00 5 10.2
Does Pupil Work Well With Others? 17 17.00 8 16.3
Does Pupil Work Well Alone? 18 18.00 7 14.2
Does Pupil Ever Ask for Help? 20 20.00 5 10.2
Total 101 49 99.9
Attendance
The data on the attendance of the twenty-five referral students
of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are presented in Table
7, page 25, with the analysis and Interpretations under the appropriate
captions below:
Analysis
The data showing the attendance of the twenty-five case studies
referred are presented in Table 7. Fourteen or 56 per cent of the re¬
ferred cases attended school regular. Eleven or 44 per cent of the re¬
ferred cases attended Irregular.
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TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF ATTENDANCE OF THE TWENTY-FIVE CASE STUDIES
REFERRED TO THE VISITING TEACHER, NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 1966-1967





The data would appear to indicate that referrals to the visiting
teacher is not the over-riding function of irregular school attendance
in the cases of these subjects. In other words. Irregular attendance
is not the major reason for pupils being referred to the visiting
teacher.
Reasons for Irregular Attendance
The data on the reasons for irregular attendance of the twenty-
five referral students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia,
are presented in Table 8, page 26, with the analysis and Interpretations
under the appropriate captions below:
Analysis
The data showing the reasons for irregular school attendance of
the subjects are presented in Table 8. Five or 20 per cent of the
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TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF REASONS FOR IRREGULAR ATTENDANCE, NORTH
AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 1966-1967
Reasons Number Per Cent
Had to Clean the House 1 4.00
Had to Run Errands 2 8.00
Does not Have Sufficient Clothing 5 20.00
Truancy 3 12.00
Had to Report to Probation Office 2 8.00
Had to Keep the Children 1 4.00
In Juvenile Home 2 8.00
Illness 4 16.00
Over-sleeping in the Morning 2 8.00
Lack of Personal Paraphernalia 1 4.00
Unable to Read. Feel Inadequate 1 4.00
Takes Grandmother to Hospital Sometimes 1 4.00
Total 25 100.00
i^f;£errals did not have sufficient clothing. Four or 16 per cent of the
referrals were referred because of illness. Three or 11 per cent of
the referrals were truants. Two or 8 per cent of the referrals had
to run errands, had to report to the probation office, were in juvenile
home, and over-sleeping in the morning. One or 4 per cent each of the
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referrals had to clean the house, had to keep the children, lack of
personal paraphernalia, were unable to read, felt Inadequate, and had
to take grandmother to hospital.
Interpretations
The data show that 80 per cent of the causes for referrals to
the visiting teacher were factors other than Irregular school attendance
although It was the greatest single cause for referrals.
Physical Health Status of the Child
The data on the physical health status of each of the referral
consisting of twenty-five students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta,
Georgia, are presented In Table 9, with the analysis and Interpretations
under the appropriate captions below:
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PHYSICAL HEALTH STATUS OF THE CHILDREN
referred to the visiting teacher of THE NORTH AVENUE
SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 1966-1967






Table 9 presents the data on the physical health status of the
child. Twenty-three per cent or 92 per cent of the referred children
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were in good health, two or 8 per cent were In fair health.
Interpretations
The data show that impaired health was not a big factor in the
cause of referrals to the Visiting Teacher for the subjects of this
study.
Physical Health Status of Child's Family
The data on the physical health status of the child's family
of the twenty-five referral students of the North Avenue School,
Atlanta, Georgia, are presented in Table 10, with the analysis and in¬
terpretations under the appropriate capitons below:
TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL HEALTH STATUS OF THE FAMILIES
OF THE CHILDREN REFERRED TO THE VISITING TEACHER OF
THE NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA
1966-1967






Table 10 presents the data on the physical health status of the
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families of the twenty-five children referred to the visiting teacher of
the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia. Twenty-three or 92 per cent
of the families of the referred children were in good health. Two or
8 per cent were in fair health.
Interpretations
The data show that the families of the referred children were
enjoying very good health as a group.
Sex
The data of the sex of thetwenty-five referral students of the
North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are presented in Table 11, with
the analysis and interpretations under the appropriate captions below:
TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO SEX OF THE TWENTY-FIVE
REFERRED CASES, NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA,
GEORGIA 1966-1967





The data showing the sex of the twenty-five cases referred are
presented in Table 11. Thirteen or 52 per cent of the referred students
were females. Twelve or 48 per cent of the referred students were male.
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Interpretations
The data according to sex of the referred students show that
the female percentage slightly outnumbered the male, which indicates
that both male and female were in need of the Visiting Teacher Services.
Kind of Books in The Home
The data on the kind of books in the home of the twenty-five
referral students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are
presented in Table 12, with the analysis and interpretations under
the appropriate captions below:
TABLE 12
DISTRIBUTION OF THE KIND OF BOOKS IN THE HOME OF THE
TWENTY-FIVE REFERRED CASES, NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 1966-1967
Kind of Books Number Per Cent
Reference Books 8 32.00




The data showing the kind of books in the home of the twenty-
five case studies referred are presented in Table 12. Thirteen or 52
per cent of the home do not have any kind of books, eight or 32 per cent
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of the homes have reference books. Four or 16 per cent of the homes
have non-reference books.
Interpretations
The data on the kind of books In the home shows that 68 per
cent of the homes were without any type of books. This seems to
indicate a lack of reading interest on the part parents, which
can lead to slow learners in the home.
Family's Church Attendance
The data on the family's church attendance of the twenty-five
referral students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are
presented in Table 13, with the analysis and interpretations under the
appropriate captions below:
TABLE 13
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FAMILY'S CHURCH ATTENDANCE
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE REFERRED CASES, NORTH
AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 1966-
1967






The data showing thh family's church attendance of the twenty-
five case studies referred are presented in Table 13. Seventeen or 68
per cent of the families attend church irregular, eight or 32 per
cent of the families attend church regularly.
Interpre ta tions
The data on the families church attendance show that 68 per
cent of the families Irregularly attended church. Evidently, the parents
of the referred students do not feel that regular church attendance
plays an important role in the development of the child or in the
fulfillment of their lives.
Family's Subscribing to Newspapers
The data pn the family's subscribing to newspapers of the
twenty-five referral students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta,
Georgia, are presented in Table 14, with the analysis and interpre¬
tations under the appropriate captions below:
TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF FAMILY'S SUBSCRIBING TO NEWSPAPERS
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE REFERRED CASE-STUDIES, NORTH
AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 1966-1967
Newspaper Number Per Cent
Subscribe to Newspaper 8 32.00




The data showing the families subscribing to newspapers of the
twenty-five referred cases are presented in Table 14. Seventeen or 68
per cent of the families do not subscribe to newspapers. Eight or 32
per cent of the families subscribe to newspapers.
Interpretations
The data of families subscribing to newspapers of the twenty-
five referred students show that 68 per cent of the families do not
subscribe to newspapers which indicated the lack of reading interest
in the home
Homes With Television Sets
The data on the homes with television sets of the twenty-five
referral students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are
presented in Table 15, page 34, with the analysis and interpretations
under the appropriate captions below:
Analysis
The data on television sets in the home of the twenty-five
referred student# are presented in Table 15. Nineteen or 76 per cent
df the referred students have television sets in the home. Six or 24
per cent of the referred students do not have television sets in the
home.
Interpretations
The data indicates that a very high percentage of television
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TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF HOMES WITH TELEVISION SETS OF THE TWENTY-FIVE
REFERRED CASE-STUDIES, NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA,
GEORGIA 1966-1967
Television Number Per Cent
Homes with Televisions 19 76.00
Homes without Televisions 6 24.00
Total 25 100.00
sets are owned by the referred cases.
Domiciliary Status
The data on the domiciliary status of the twenty-five referral
students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are presented
in Table 16, with the analysis and interpretations under the appropriate
captions below.
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF DOMICILIARY STATUS OF THE TWENTY-FIVE REFERRED
CASE STUDIES, NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 1966-67





The data showing the domiciliary status of the referred cases
are presented in Table 16. Twenty-two or 88 per cent of the families of
the referrals are renting. Three or 12 per cent of the families of the
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referrals are buying homes.
Interpretations
The data Indicates that a very high percentage of the families
of the referrals are renting. The low socio-economic conditions
presents a major factor in the parents not buying or owning a home.
Homes With Radios
The data on the homes with radios of the twenty-five referral
students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are presented
in Table 17, with the analysis and interpretations under the appropriate
captions below:
TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF HOMES WITH RADIOS OR REFERRED CASES NORTH
AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 1966-1967
Radios Number Per Cent
Homes with Radios 15 60.00
Homes without Radios 10 40.00
Total 25 100.00
Analysis
The data on radios in the homes of the twenty-five referrals are
presented in Table 17. Fifteen or 60 per cent of the referrals own a
radio. Ten or 40 per cent of the referrals do not own a radio.
Interpretations
The data show that more homes possess radios than the homes
which do not own radios
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Homes With Telephones
The data on the homes with telephones of the twenty-five referral
students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are presented
in Table 18, with the analysis and interpretations under the appropriate
captions below:
TABLE 18
DISTRIBUTION OF H(»1ES WITH TELEPHONES OF THE TWENTT-
FIVE REFERRED CASE-STUDIES, NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL
ATLANTA, GEORGU 1966-1967
Telephones Number Per Cent
Homes with Telephones 11 44.00
Homes without Telephones 14 56.00
Total 25 100.00
Analysis
The data on telephones in the homes of the referrals are pre¬
sented in Table 18. Fourteen or 56 per cent of the referrals are
without telephones.
Interpretations
The data show that the number of homes with telephones and
those without telephones are about the same.
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Hi - FI Sets in The Home
The data on the hi-fi sets in the home of the twenty-five
referral students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are
presented in Table 19, with the analysis and interpretations under the
appropriate captions below:
TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF HI-FI SETS IN THE HOME OF THE TWENTY
FIVE REFERRED CASE-STUDIES, NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 1966-1967
Hi-Fi Sets Number Per Cent
Homes with Hi-Fi Sets or
Record Players 18 72.00
Homes without Hi-Fi Sets or
Record Players 7 28.00
Total 25 100.00
AnaIvsis
The data showing the Hi-Fi sets in the homes of the twenty-five
referrals are presented in Table 19. Eighteen or 72 per cent of the
referrals own a Hi-Fi set. Seven or 28 per cent of the referrals do
not own a Hi-Fi set or record player.
Interpretations
The data indicates that a very high percentage of the referrals
own Hi-Fi sets or record players.
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Magazine Subscriptions
The data on the magazine subscriptions of the twenty-five re¬
ferral students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are
presented In Table 20, with the analysis and Interpretations under the
appropriate captions below:
TABLE 20
DISTRIBUTION OF MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS OF THE TWENTY-FIVE
REFERRED CASE-STUDIES, NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA
GEORGU 1966-1967
Magazines Number Per Cent
Homes with Magazines 7 28.00
Homes without Magazines 18 72.00
Total 25 100.00
Analysis
The data showing the subscriptions of magazines In the home of
the twenty-five referrals are presented In Table 20. Eighteen or 72
per cent of the referrals do not subscribe to magazines. Seven or 28
per cent of the referrals subscribe to magazines.
Interpretations
The data Indicates a lack of reading Interest on the part of the
parents of the twenty-five referrals. This, too, promotes a lack of
Interest In the reading ability of the referrals.
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Therapeutic Measures
The data on the therapeutic measures of the twenty-five referral
students of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, are presented
in Table 21, with the analysis and interpretations under the appropriate
captions below.
TABLE 21
DISTRIBUTION OF THERAPEUTIC MEASURES OF THE TWENTY-FIVE
REFERRED CASE-STUDIES, NORTH AVENUE SCHOOL, ATLANTA,
GEORGIA 1966-1967
Therapeutic Measures Number Per Cent
Conferences with Visiting Teachers 14 42.00
Partial Pay Lunch 6 18.00
Lack of Wearing apparels 4 12.00
Reporting to Probation Office 3 9.00
Visit to the Doctor 2 6.00




The data showing the therapeutic measures used with the twenty-
five cases referred to the visiting teacher are presented in Table 21.
With fourteen or 42 per cent of the referrals therapeutic measured
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used with the referrals were conferences with the visiting teachers.
With six or 18 per cent of the referrals, the therapeutic measures
used were partial-pay lunch. With four or 12 per cent of the re¬
ferrals the therapeutic measure used were lack of weatlng apparels.
Three or 9 per cent of the referrals had spent some time in the
juwnile home and had to report to the probation office each week.
Two or 6 per cent each of the referrals received treatment from the
doctors, were placed in special class, and had private tutors.
Interprets tions
The data on therapeutic measures with referrals show that a
high percentage of the referrals held conferences' with the visiting
teacher. This seems to indicate that the referrals were in great
need for guidance.
Self-image-Concept of the Twenty-Five Referrals
of the North Avenue School. Atlanta.
Georgia 1966-1967
The self-Image-Concept reflected in the personality of the
twenty-ftve referrals of the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia,
portrayed each individual through his or her own experiences, de¬
pending on past failures, successes, hopes and fears.
The nature of the referral's self-concept is so vital a factor
in his well being that the writer shall analyze and Interpret these
factors in several categories. The following basic assumptions will
reveal these aspects to be:
More than half of the referrals had a low estimate of self-worth
due to unpleasant environmental surroundings brought on by the home.
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Some of the referrals wanted to, (1) identify with other peers in terms
of appropriate dress, (2) others had developed inferiority complexes,
(3) still others liked to identify with older children, and (4) there
were those referrals who demonstrated insubordination toward teachers,
because of insufficient guidance.
However, a low percentage of the referrals had begun to develop
self-actualization and showed promise of overcoming their immediate
problems.
Parental Attitudes of the Twenty-Five Referrals
of the North Avenue School. Atlanta. Georgia
1966-1967
A high percentage of the data with respect to the parental
attitudes of the referrals regarding school activities manifested
favorable attitudes concerning their children. Only one parent de¬
veloped or possessed a negative attitude and showed no concern as to
whether the child stayed in school or became a dropout.
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Part II - Analysis of Case-Study Data
Organization and Treatment of Data
The case-studies which follow show a number of social, environ¬
mental, religious and cultural factors that shaped and Influenced the
reasons for referral to the Visiting Teacher of the twenty-five typical
subjects. These case-studies outline significant characteristics of
the subjects and narrate in description the complete setting and
accompanying forces which encroach upon the lives of the subjects in¬
vestigated. These cases are typical of many of the children attending
the North Avenue School—the locale of this study. The overall evaluation
of each case will be presented under the following captions.I.Profile 1
A. Reasons for Referral
B. Interests and Activities
C. Teacher Rating
D. Attendance
E. General Physical Health Status of Child
F. General Physical Health Status of Child's Family
6. Socio-Economic and Family Background
H. Parental Attitude Toward School
I. Therapeutic Measures






Sex F Age ^ Birthdate 6-9-34 School Grade-Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased; Marital Status Separated
Other Family Members Grandparents; x Aunt(s);
Uncles(s); Siblings; 4 Older Brothers;
Yovuager Brothers; 1 Older Sisters; 1 Younger Sister 2
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian;
(1) Father*s Education Did not complete elementary school.
(2) Mother's Education Did not complete elementary school.
(3) Guardian's EducationI.Reasons for Referral;
1. Irregular Attendance
2. StealingII.Interests and Activities
1. Member of Girls' Club 3« Read Comic Books
2. Member of School Chorus 4. Member of Sewing ClassIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average Poor x
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
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(f) Does pupil work well along? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes No x
2. Reasons for irregular attendeuice;
(a) Had to clean house for mother
(b) Had to run errands
(c) Does not have sufficient clothingV.General Physical HesLLth Status of Child;
The general physical health status of "A" is good. She has not had
any serious illness. She has had chicken pox, red measles, mumps,
and immunizations for small pox, diptheria, tetanus typhoid and
polio. Her vision and hearing are good. She eats and sleeps well.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family;
The subject’s feunily physical health status is good except for
the mother being a heavy drinker and is nervous.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background;
"A” lives in a four-room rental house. They have two bedrooms, a
broken television, a record player. The hcane was untidy, poorly
kept and sparsely furnished. Grandmother lives in the home. The
mother lives with foster father. The mother goes with two other
men other than foster father. She was almost killed with a butcher
knife by one of them. The mother does not work. Drinks heavily.
Mother abuses children. Foster father gets after mother about
treatment of children. Foster father shovild be getting welfare
check now because of an operation on eye. Grandmother gets wel¬
fare check. This is what the family lives on with an exception of
what the mother collects from friends.
Die neighborhood is overcrowded and run down, inadequate public
facilities. The one advantage is having a school close by.
"A" has also been accused of stealing money from the mother.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School;
"A's" mother did not finish elementary school but would like to
see her children get more education than she did.
IX. Therapeutic Measures:
Hie Visiting Teacher maintained a close contact with "A*s" mother
to secure regular attendance. She was given assistance through
the school's welfare conunittee in the form of Partial Pay lunch
and wearing apparels. To improve scholastic achievement the
subject was grouped as much as possible as to her needs, interests
and abilities. The mother was asked to give the subject some
spending money if not able to give her a weekly allowance.
X. Self-Image Concept of Child;
"A" states that mother's attitude and way of life influenced her
behaviour. She also states that she can talk to the Visiting
Teacher when others would not listen.
Interpretative Summary
"A” is an average size child and falxly neat in appearance. The
subject has an inferiority complex about her family conditions because
they do not seem conducive for peaceful living or a feeling of seciirity.
The writer believes with the help of the Visiting Teacher some of these
current conditions will be changed.
Case # B
Identification
Sex F Age 12 Birthdate 2-2-54 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased: Father Marital Status
Other Family Members Grandparents: Aunt(s);
Uhcles(s): Siblings: 3 Older Brothers: 1
Younger Brothers; 2 Older Sisters: Younger Sisters
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Unknown
(2) Mother's Education Did not complete elementary school
(3) Guardieui's Education
I. Reasons for Referral;
1. Personality - Self-Concept
2. Fighting
II. Interests and Activities
1. A Fire Marshall 4. Reads Comic Books
2. Member of Girls' Club 5. Member of Sewing Class
3. Member of School Chorus
Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average X Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes x No
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes No x
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes No x
IV. Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes x No





V. General Physical Health Status of Child;
The general physiceil health status of child is good. Her vision
is good. She has not had any serious illness. She does wear a
hearing aid not as regular as she did some years ago.
VI.General Physical HesLLth Status of Child's Faaaily:
The general physical health status of child's family is good.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background:
"B" lives in a three-room rented house with mother and brothers.
They have two bedrooms, a television, do not subscribe to a
daily newspaper or magazine. Mother does domestic work and
supports the family very well.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
Subject's mother would like to see her finish school but has the
attitude that other people "pick on her."IX.Therapeutic Measures:
Principal has had several conferences with "B" and her mother
for the past three years. "B" has been on probation several
times. The privilege of Partial Pay lunch has been withheld.
Recently the Visiting Teacher visited the home and talked with
both "B" and mother. A close contact is being kept with subject
in regards to fighting. Attitude is cheinging and "B" has now
become a fire marshall and joined the sewing class.X.Self-Image Concept of Child:
"B" feels that no one like her. Her attitude has caused her to
become involved in several fights.
Interpretative Summary
"B" is an average girl and fairly neat in appearance. "B" could
do better work in the classroom but her attitude is a major factor. The
subject's home environment doesn't seem conducive for a feeling of
sec;irity. Her mother seems to encourage her in the idea that other
people "pick on her." The writer believes with constant counselling "B"
will overcome the attitude that she has of others. The mother also has




Sex M_ Age 12 Birthdate 2-l$-^4 School Grade Foxirth
Peirents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased: Marital Status Unwed
Other Family Members Grandparents: Aunt(s):
Uncle(s): Siblings: 6 Older Brothers: 1
Younger Brothers: Older Sisters: 2 Younger Sisters 3
Educational Status of Parents or Gxiardian:
(1) Father's Education Unknown
(2) Mother's Education Finished elementary school
(3) Guardian's EducationI.Reasons for Referral:
1. Losing Self-Control
2. irreguleir AttendanceII.Interests and Activities:
1. Associates with older boys
2. Reads Comic BooksIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average Poor x
(b) Does pupil work xq) to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes Ho x
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes No x
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes Ho x
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes No x
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes No x
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes No x
2. Reasons for irregular attendance:
(a) Truancy
(b) Had to report to probation office
(c) Had to non errands
(d) Had to keep the childrenV.General Physical Health Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
General physical health status of child's family is good.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background:
"C" lives with mother, five sisters and one brother. There was
and never has been a father in the home. "C" does not know his
father or his whereabouts. The family lives in a three-room over¬
crowded apartment. The home was poorly kept and sparsely f\irnished.
They own a television and record player. Reading material consist
of true stories books and comic books. The mother does domestic
work to support the family. The older sister also does domestic
work and contributes some to the support of the family. Ihe
neighborhood is overcrowded £ind run down.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
"C's” mother would like to see him continue in school. She also
realizes the mistake she made for not continuing her education.
H. therapeutic Measures:
"C" reports each week to the probation office and the Visiting
Teacher. He was given assistance through the schools' welfare
committee in the form of Parital Pay lunch. To improve scholastic
achievement the subject was grouped as much as possible to his
needs, interests and abilities.
X. Self-Image Concept of Child;
"C" stated that sometimes he has to run errands for his mother




"C" attention span and interest in classroom activities are short.
He is an efficient worker when performing classroom duties such as
straightening books in bookcases, watering plants, etcetera. In class¬
room activities, he puts forth little effort to do his assignments and
frequently prevents others working from doing theirs. The subject's
home environment doesn't seem conducive for peaceful living or a feel¬
ing of secvirity. The mother has a lot of men company in the home. The
mother stated that she can no longer discipline him since has has made
friends with older boys.
Case # D
Identification
Sex M Age 13 Birthdate 4-12-^4 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased: Marital Status Separated
Other Family Members Grandparents; Great Aunt(s); 1
Uncle(s): Siblings: 2 Older Brothers;
Younger Brothers: 2 Older Sisters: Younger Sisters
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian;
(1) Father's Education Unknown
(2) Mother's Education Did not finish elementary school
(3) Guardian's Education Did not finish elementary school
I. Reasons for Referral;
1. Irregular Attendance
II. Interests and Activities
$1-
1. Engages in Sports
2. Draws well
3. Reads Comic BooksIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average Poor x
(b) Does pupil work tip to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes No x
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes No x
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes No x
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes No x
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes No x
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regtilarly? Yes No x
2. Reasons for irregular attendance:
(a) Truant to make spending money
(b) In juvenile court on two occasionsV.General Physical Health Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good. "D" is highly
nervous euid figgetts all of the time.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
General physical health status of child's family is good except
for aunt who suffers from high blood pressure and a brother with
poor vision.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background:
"D" lives in the home of a\mt,. mother and two brothers also live
with aunt. Mother has spent a niunber of occasions in jail or
prison for shoplifting and forgery. Mother and father are
separated. The father's whereabouts are unknown. The mother's
health is good. Aunt suffers from high blood pressure. Yotinger
brother has poor vision wears glasses secTired from Grady Hospital.
Aunt receives welfare check. Mother is away at the present time
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(in prison) for forgery. Axmt supports faxtiily with welfare
check. "D" lives in a three-room apartment. The home was very
clean. There is a radio in the home. Aunt stated that she
would like to have a television for the children.
VTTT- Parental Attitude Toward School:
"D's" aunt would like to see him stay in school. She believes
that school is trying to help but it seems that he doesn't want
help.
DC. Therapeutic Measxires;
A close contact was maintained with "D's" aomt to keep him in
school. He has to report each week to probation office and
Visiting Teacher. He was grouped in his class according to
abilities.
X. Self-Image-Concept of Child:
"D" Is not interested in attending high school because of low
grades. He gets little jobs to make spending money when he
should be in school.
Interpretative Summary
"D" is very tall and mature for his age. He likes playing with
girls) patting or feeling on them. He has been coxmseled about this.
He spends most of his class time drawing. "D" is not interested in
school work. He is highly nervous and figgets all of the time.
The subject's home environment doesn't seem conducive for peaceful
living or a feeling of security knowing the tsrpe of mother he has.
Case # E
Identification
Sex M Age 11 Birthdate 12-28-56 School Grade Sixth
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased: Marital Status Separated
Other Family Members Grandparents: Aunt(s):
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Uncle(s): Siblings: 8 Older Brothers:
Younger Brothers: 3 Older Sisters: 4 Younger Sisters
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Unknown
(2) Mother's Education Coas)leted elementary school
(3) Guardian's EducationI.Reasons for Referral:
1. Not wanting to attend language class.II.Interests and Activities
1. Collects Things
2. Reads Comic Books
3. Member of School ChorusIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average Poor x
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes No x
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes No x
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes No x
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes No x
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes No x
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regilLarly? Yes x No






V. General Physical Health Status of Child;
General physical health status of child is good.
VI. General Physical Health Status of CSaild's Paxnily;
General physical health status of child's family is good except
for a younger sister who has a heart condition.VIII,Socio-Economic and Family Background;
”E" lives with mother most of the time in an overcrowded four-
room rented apartment. Mother sind father are separated. Some¬
times "E" lives with her father and grandmother. The subject
has seen mother and father often fighting. !Ilie every-day
language in the home is profanity and the children use quite a
bit of it. The father is a laborer and mother is a practical
nurse. The father contributes to the children support. The
subject wears nice clothes. The home was clean and tidy* They
own a television, radio, record player, telephone and washing
machine. The younger sister receives treatment for her heart
condition.
VIII, Parental Attitude Toward School;
"E’s" mother has the attitude that the teachers pick on her
children and often states that they are as good as any other of
the children in school. She would like to see subject finish
school.IX.Therapeutic Measures;
"E" has been tested and placed in a special class for slow learners.X.Self-Image Concept of Child;
"E” does not like school or his teachers and stated that the
teachers do not like him.
Interpretative Summary
”E" is very immature and likes to have his way about things. He
finds all kinds of excuses to keep from going to language class such as;
(stomach aches, sprung finger, etcetera.) "E" works well in a classroom
as a helper. In classroom activities he puts forth little effort to do
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his assignments and frequently prevents others working from doing theirs.
The siibject's home enviroiunent doesn't seem conducive for peace¬
ful living or a feeling of security.
Case # F
Identification
Sex g Age l4 Birthdate 11-30-^2 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased: Marital Status Separated
Other Family Members Grandparents: Aunt(s):
Uncle(s): Siblings: 9 Older Brothers: 1
Yoxuager Brothers: 4 Older Sisters: 1 Yovinger Sisters 3
Educationeil Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Did not finish elementary school
(2) Mother's Education Did not finish elementary school
(3) G\iardian's EducationI.Reasons for Referral:
1. Irregular AttendanceII.Interests and Activities
1. Member of Sewing Club 2. Member of Girls' ClubIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average Poor x
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No _




Does pupil work well alone? Yes x Wo
Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x Ho
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes No x
2. Reasons for irregular attendance;
(a) Ho wearing apparelV.General Physical Health Status of Child:
Greneral Physical health of child is good.VI.Genered. Physical Health Status of Child's Family;
General physical health status of child's family is good.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background;
"F" lives with mother, four sisters and five brothers in a three-
rocm rented house. The home is untidy and sparsely furnished.
They do not have any modem convenience. No bathroom, just a
commode with no hot water. Father lives in Mechanicsville off
McDaniel Street, but does not contribute anything to children's
support. Mother does domestic work to support family. "F" runs
errands for others to secure extra spending money. IHie neighbor¬
hood is rvin down and overcrowded.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
Mother believes that school is doing all it can to help child
reaiain in school and the mother would like to see her child get
a better education than she did.IX.Therapeutic Measures:
A close contact was maintained with"F's" mother regarding regular
attendance. She was given assistance through the school welfare
committee in the form of Partieil Pay lunch and wearing apparels.
Self-Iwge Concept of Child:
"F" stated that she likes to go to school but due to living





"F" is a large girl and her age and grade play an in5>ortant
factor in her school work. She does not want to attend school with the
kinds of clothes she has. Since she received wearing apparels from the
school's welfare committee, her attendeince has improved. The sewing
class has helped her to alter the clothes given her.
The subject's home environment doesn't seem conducive for peace¬
ful living or a feeling of security.
Case # G
Identification
Sex M Age 13 Birthdate 1-23-54 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased: Marital Status Separated
Other Family Members Grandparents: Aunt(s):
Uncle(s): Siblings: 3 Older Brothers: 1
Younger Brothers: 1 Older Sisters: 1 Younger Sisters
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Finished high school
(2) Mother's Education Finished high school
(3) Guardian's Education
I. Reasons for Referral:
1. Study Habits
II. Interests and Activities
1. Plays Basketball 2. Plays Football
3. Sings in Ghoirus
58III.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average x Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes No x
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes _x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV,Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes x No




(d)V.General Physical Health Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
General physical health status of child's family is good.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background:
“G" lives with mother, two brothers and a sister in a five-room
house which they are buying. Ihe home is very nicely kept and
furnished. Mother is a beautician and father owns two Service
Stations. Father contributes to child's support. They sub¬
scribe to daily newspaper and monthly magazines, own a television,
telephone, radio and record pleiyer. Both the mother and father
own a car. They attend church regular.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
Mother stated that she WD\fLd like for child to go to college be¬
cause she can understand the need for a better education.
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IX. Xherapeutlc Measures:
After close contact with mother, a study period has been set in
the home. Subject is doing better in his school work. He was
also required to read more from the library.
X. Self-iDnage Concept of Child:
"G" realizes his negative attitude towards study habits and is
determined to do something about them.
Interpretative Sxmunary
"G" is a large boy for his age, is neat in appearance. He is well
liked by his peers and teachers. He works well in the classroom alone
and with others. Somehow subject became lazy in his study habits and
grades were lower than previous quarter. After counseling about his
grades,hewsdetermined to do better and has proven himself.




Sex M Age 13 Birthdate 6-l6-^3 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased: Father Marital Status
Other Family Members Grandparents; ATmt(s):
Uncle(s); Siblings; 10 Older Brothers; 2
Yo\mger Brothers: 2 Older Sisters: 3 Younger Sisters 3
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Unknown
(2) Mother's Education Finished elementary school
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(3) Guardian's EducationI.Reasons for Referral:
1. ConductII.Interests and Activities
1. He engages in all sports 3* Member of A Book dub
2. Member of the Gra-yIll.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average x Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes x No
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes x No




(d)V.General Physical Health Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
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General physical health status of child's family is good.
VII. Socio-Economic and Family Background: "H" lives with mother,
three brothers and four sisters in a fo\ir-room apartment. One
brother and two sisters are married. Hie home is neatly kept
6Lnd furnished through-out. Ihe mother does domestic work and
receives a Social Security check from the father's death. The
family seems to be happy and enjoying some of the modem con*
veniences and subscribe to a daily newspaper and magazine.
They own a set of encyclopedia and a dictionary.
There are no playground facilities in the community. Caiildren
play on the school grounds.
VIII. Parental Attitude Toward School:
Mother would like for "H" to finish school and become a teacher.
She believes the school and home should work together.IX.Therapeutic Measures:
Subject has been counseled about his conduct. He reports
weekly to the Visiting Teacher.X.Self-Image Concept of Child:
Subject realizes the fact that he talks too much and is making
an effort to control it.
Interpretative Summary
"H” is a neat boy slenderly built about the correct size for his
age. Does well in his classwork. Subject talks too much to others and
sometimes prevents them from finishing their work. Mother manages the
family well having as many children in the home as she has. The three
that are married were able to finish high school. The siibject's mother
knows the advantage of an education and wo\iLd like to see all of her




Sex M Age 13 Birthdate 11-27-^3 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased; Marital Status Separated
Other Family Members Grandparents: Aunt(s):
Uncle(s); Siblings; 1 Older Brothers; 1
Younger Brothers; Older Sisters; Younger Sisters
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian;
(1) Father's Education Finished tvo years of high school
(2) Mother's Education Finished one year of high school
(3) Guardian's EducationI.Reasons for Referral;
1. Irregular attendance
2. StealingII.Interests and Activities
1. Plays Baseball 3* Attends Parties
2. Plays FootballIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average Poor x
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes No x
(d) Is piq?ll concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes No x
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2. Reasons for irregular attendance:
(a) In Juvenile HomeV.General Physical Health Status of Qiild:
(Jeneral physical health status of child is good except for
headaches.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
Gteneral physical health status of child's family is good.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background:
"I" lives with his mother and brother in a three-room rented
house. The home was tidy and sparsely furnished. They do not
own a television but have a radio and Hi Fi Set. The area in
which "I" lives is overcrowded. There are no playground
facilities. The children play on the school grounds. The
father's whereabouts are xinknown. The mother works in a
laxmdry. Working in the laundry is an advantage for the
mother, this enables her to keep the family clothes clean.
Mother is the total support of the family. Subject associates
with older boys and hangs out on the corner quite often.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
Mother would like for "I" to remain in school. She believes he
could do better in school, if he could stay away from the fellows
with whom he associates.IX.Therapeutic Measures:
"I" has to report each week to the probation office and the
Visitiixg Teacher. To promote better school work, the subject was
grouped as much as possible as to his needs, interests and abilities.X.Self-Image Concept of Child:
"I" stated that he didn't have anything at home to do that is
why he associated with the older boys. Subject admitted that he
did not take the money he was accused of taking but was with the
gang.
Interpretative Summary
"I" is very tall for his age. Is handsome and neat in appearance.
He is a happy go-lucky fellow. His attention span and interest in classroom
6^
activities are short but could do better if he wotild apply himself.
Subject's mother stated that she would like to move from area to get
her son away from the gang that he associates with. Where she now lives
is close to where she works. She wo\jld like to make some adjustment by
the time school opens another year. "I was accused of taking $250 but




Sex F Age 11 Birthdate 8-6-55 School Grade Sixth
Parents in the Home Father x Mother x Both
Deceased: Marital Status
Other Family Members Grandparents: Aunt(s):
Uncle(s): Siblings: 0 Older Brothers:
Yoxinger Brothers: Older Sisters: Younger Sisters
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Finished high school





1. Member of Chorus 4. Makes Scrapbooks
2. Member of Girls' Club 5. Attends Parties
3. Member of Sewing dub 6. Day Canga
7. Library dxib
65III.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average x Poor
(b) Does pupil work, up to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does inipil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
_
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes x No




(d)V.General Physical Heeilth Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
General physical health status of child* family Is good.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background:
"J" lives with mother and father in a three-room apartment. The
home is very clean, with television, Hi Fi, telephone, radio. The
family subscribes to the daily newspaper and magazines. There is
a set of encyclopedia and a dictioneiry in the home. The father is
a laborer and mother does domestic work. Father hopes to buy a
home in a less crowded neighborhood. The family owns a car.
They take trips, attend church, and enjoy going to baseball
games.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
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Mother and father would like to see daughter attend college and
plan to do everything possible to see to her doing so. They
realize the need for an education and wish they had continued
theirs.
DC. Haerapeutic Measures: A close contact has been maintained with
"J's" parents to make sxire she is using the stjidy period set for
her. "J” has in^jroved in her work.
X. Self-Image Concept of Child:
"j” stated that she can't keep her mind on her lessons. Seems
that she can't think \dien others are talking around her.
Interpretative Sxmunary
The subject is small and a very neat girl, well liked by both
students and teachers. The subject has Joined the Library CSLub.
Thro\igh this club, she also has been helped in how to concentrate on
her work.
Her family backgro\ind is more conducive to peaceful living or a
feeling of security than most of the children in her neighborhood.
Case # K
Identification
Sex F Age 12 Birthdate 8-11-55 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased: Marital Status Separated
Other Family Members Grandparents: Grandfather (l)
Aunt(s): Uncles: Siblings: Older Brothers:
Younger Brothers; Older Sisters: Younger Sisters 1
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Unknown
(2) Mother's Education Finished high school
hi
(3) Giiardian's Education
I. Reasons for Referral:
1. Irregular Attendeince
II. Interests and Activities
1. Sings in Gospel Chorus in Church 4. Member of Girls' Club
2. Member of School Chorus 5. Member of Sewing Club
3. Takes Music 6. Library dub
Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average X Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes X No
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes No x
2. Reasons for irregular attendance:
(a) Has AsthmaV.General Physical Health Status of Child:
The general physical health status of child is good. Subject has
asthma and during certain season of the year it is worse than at
others.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
The general physical health status of child's family is good
except for younger sister who has an opening in the heart.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background:
The Subject lives in a fo\ir-room rented house with mother, grandfather
is
and sister. The home was very well kept. There eire Hi Fi set,
television, radio, telephone, encyclopedia and dictioneiry.
The family subscribes to a daily paper and magazines. There
were a nu^er of educational books in the home. They attend
church regular. The father is a heavy drinker and deserted the
family and his whereabouts are unknown.
The grandfather is a laborer. The mother works in a factory.
Mother and grandfather support the family.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
Mother believes the school and home should work together for
the well being of the child.IX.Therapeutic Measures:
"K" is receiving treatment at Grady Hospital. Her condition is
very much improved.X.Self-Image Concept of Child:
"K" stated that she would like to stay in school but there are
times when she is unable to attend because of asthma.
Interpretative Summary
Subject's mother is very interesting in the future of her children
and does whatever is necessary to help them. The subject's mother has
had the children prayed for by Oral Roberts and states that their con¬
ditions are improved. Nevertheless, they get regular check-ups from
Grady Hospital. Her mother also states that "K" stays out of school
only at the times asthma attacks.
Case S L
Identification
Sex M Age l4 Birthdate 10-8-52 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Step Mother 1 Both
Marital Status SeparatedDeceased
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Other Family Members 2 step sisters Grandparents:
Aunt(s); Uncles: Siblings: 2 step sisters Older
Brothers: Younger Brothers: Older Sisters:
Younger Sisters
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Unknown
(2) Mother's Education Unknown
(3) Giiardian's Education Step mother and grandmother finished
the tenth grade.I.Reasons for Referral:
1. Lack of sxifficient necessities
2. Motivation from grandmother. Father is in and out of the city
which creates a problem of decision-making.
3. Performance irregular in class. Seems deprived and despondent
at times.II.Interests and Activities
1. Academic Studies 3* Airplanes (Airforce as a
in building airplanes)
2. Building ToysIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average x Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes No _x
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes No x
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
70.
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes No x
2. Reasons for irregular attendance:
(a) Illness
(b) Lack of personal paraphernalia
(c) Over-sleeping in the morningsV.GenereLL Physical Health Status of Child:
The child appears to be undernourished; suid compains of frequent
headaches.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
General physical health status of child's family seems good, so
far as is known by the writer.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Backgroimd:
Very limited funds. Support comes from grandmother's public
welfare check . Mother does not help. Father contributes in¬
frequently to support of family.VIII.Parental Attitude toward School:
The child has not lived with his parents since three years of
age; therefore, their attitude, of school seems nil.IX.Therapeutic Measures:
1. Conferences were held with Subject and grandmother. The
Siibject was given assistance through the schools' welfare
committee in the form of partial pay lunches and wearing
apparels.
2. Involve child in rewarding situations.X.Self-Image Concept of Child;
He enjoys group activities. "L" wants to be somebody. Expresses
desire to help build airplanes. Feels he can do as well as anyone
else.
Interpretative Summary
"L" has experienced a rugged life without the con5)anionship of his
natural parents. It seems that he could succeed in spite of the odds—
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elderly grandmother, parental indifference, and impovished environment.
He lives to rise above the experiences he is concerned about now. It




Sex F Age 13 Birthdate 3-7-34 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother Guardian x
Deceased: Marital Status of Parents Separated
Other Family Members Grandparents: Aunt(s):
Uncle(s): Siblings: Older Brothers: 1
Yoxmger Brothers: Older Sisters: Yoxmger Sisters
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father’s Education Unknown
(2) Mother’s Education Unknown
(3) Guardian’s Education Did not finish elementary schoolI.Reasons for Referral:
1. Want to live with mother.II.Interests and Activities
1. Member of School Chorus 3* Menxber of Library dub
2. Member of Girls’ dub 4. Member of Sewing dubIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average x Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes x No
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x Ho
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(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes x No




(d)V.General Physical Health Status of Cihild:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family;
General physical health status of child's family is fair.
Guardian is old and suffers with high blood pressure.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background:
"M" lives with guardian in a three-room rented apartment. The
home was tidy but overcrowded. Subject's mother and father are
separated. She was given to guardian in early babyhood. Subject
knows mother and father. Mother contributes a small amount toward
child's support. Guardian receives welfare check and Subject is
supported from these services. The father's whereabouts are un¬
known. The home has a television, a telephone, and radio but
they are used only when guardian gives permission.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
Guardian stated that she wants "M” to finish school and considers
keeping her away from other children in neighborhood wovild help.IX.ISierapeutic Measures:
Conferences were held with Subject to relate the facts that as
much as she woiiLd like to live with mother she was in the best
place. Conferences were also held with guardian to make the child
feel that she was wanted and in the best place.
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X. Self-Itaage Ctoncept of CJhild:
"M" stated that she understood that she could not live with
mother, but at times she felt that guardian was to strict on her
and at these times, she wanted to leave.
Interpretative Summary
"M" is very large for her age, but is very neat at all times. The
community in which "M" lives doesn't seem conducive for peaceful living
or a feeling of security. On the other hand, she does have a place to
call home; whereas, this is more than her mother can say. "M” is an
average student in school and is interested in her work. She is liked
by students and teachers. ”M" knows that she has ein older brother
but have never seen him nor does she know the vriiereabouts of her father.
Case # N
Identification
Sex M Age 12 Birthdate 9-12-^k School Grade Sixth
Parents in the Home Father x Mother x Both x
Deceased: Marital Status
Other Family Members Grandparents; x Avint(s);
Uncle(s); Siblings: 3 Older Brothers; 1
Younger Brothers: 1 Older Sisters: Yo\inger Sisters 1
Educational Status of Psirents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Seventh grade and army duty one and one-
half years.
(2) Mother's Education Tenth grade
(3) Guardiein's Education




II. Interests and Activities
1. Member of Social Club 3- Asseinbling Toys
2. Peer Activities
TIT. Teacher Rating
(a) Gkjod Average Poor x
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes x No
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes No x
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes No _x
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes No x
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes No x
2. Reasons for irregular attendance:
(a) Unable to read. Feels inadequate.
(b) Choice of clothes.V.General Physical Health Status of Cliild:
Appears to be healthy.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
i^pears to be healthy.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Backgro\md:
"N'* lives with mother and father in a three-room rented apartment.
The home was tidy but overcrowded. The family enjoys the use of
a television, radio, and telephone. The father is a laborer and,
the mother works in a factory. The father does not contribute as
much for the support of his family as he shovild. There are times
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when the mother is the total support of the family.
Vm. Parental Attitude Toward School:
Bae mother would like to see subject stay in school and get as
much education as possible because she didn’t have the opportvinity
to con5)lete her education.
IX. Baerapeutic Measures:
1. Several interviews and conferences with child and parents.
2. Rule-playing situations similar to "N’s" have seemingly pro¬
vided enlightment.
X. Self-Image Concept of Child:
Does not feel he will succeed because he cannot read at age
thirteen years.
Interpretative Summary
"N” seems to want to associate with peers much older and whom
are dropouts. His value-system is very limited and sporadic-sometimes
high, other times, very low.
"N" has not taken advantage of opportunities to learn to read
better. Tutors have been available to work with him, but he does not
keep appointments.
It seems that there are parental problems which he is \inable to
surmount - grandmother and parents disagree on his discipline.
"N" has been involved with glue sniffing. He seems to be unable
to "shake" the gang.
Case # 0
Identification
Sex F Age l4 Birthdate 7-28-$4 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father x Mother x Both x
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Deceased; Marital Status
Other Family Members Grandparents; 1 Aunt(s); 1
Uncle(s): 1 Siblings; Older Brothers;
Yovinger Brothers; Older Sisters; Younger Sisters_
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian;
(1) Father's Education Finished high school
(2) Mother's Education Tenth grade
(3) Guardiain's EducationI.Reasons for Referral;
1. Girl aggravated by uncle
2. Arguments persist in home, especially when uncle drinks
heavily on weekends. Child is extremely nervous; bites
nails until they bleed.
3. Personal problems regarding sex and peers.II.Interests and Activities
1. Music 3. Interpretative Dance
2. Art 4. DramaIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good X Average Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes x No
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regialarly? Yes x No
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(d)V.General. Physical Health Status of CJxild;
Excellent health status. Eats well and seems generally alert.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family;
Mother - hypotension case, and vinder the care of the doctor.
Grandmother has had petite stroke. Uncle seems to be an
alcoholic.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background;
Ihe family lives comfortable - has the luxuries of the average
family.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School;
Parents appear overly interested in activities at school.IX.Therapeutic Measures;
Discussions both personal and group wise.X.Self-Image Concept of Cihild;
"0" thinks highly of her ability to succeed and cope with most
situations other than dealing with adult relatives in her home-
uncle and aunt.
Inteii)retative Summary
The child is extremely nervous and vmhappy and would prefer to
live apart from imcle and aunt. The grandmother seems overly involved
in decision making where the child is concerned. The child feels that
she can accept her grandmother because of respect for her age.
"O" would like for her parents to buy or move to a better
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community, but feels this maiy not materialize anytime soon. She appears
to need to continue to relate to someone whom she trusts \mtil she can
accept her relatives as they are.
Diversion of activities should be continuous as it relates to her
interests. Participation of a rewarding nature is vital to her stability.
Piano lessons may take care of her nail-biting.
Case # P
Identification
Sex F Age 13 Birthdate School Grade Sixth
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased; Father Marital Status
Other Family Members Grandparents; A\int(s);
Uncle(s); Siblings; 6 Older Brothers; 1
Yoiinger Brothers; Older Sisters; 1 Younger Sisters 4
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian;
(1) Father's Education Finished elementary School
(2) Mother's Education Ninth grade
(3) Guardian's EducationI.Reasons for Referral:
1. "P" thinks she will be over-age in the seventh grade next year.
II. Interests emd Activities
1. Member of Sociail Science dub
2. Member of Girls' dub
3. Member of School Chorus
III- Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average x Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes x No
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(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No _
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes x No




(d)V.General Physical Health Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child’s Family:
General physiceuL health statxxs of child's family is good.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Backgrotind:
itpii liYQg in a four-room overcrowded rented apartment. The home
was \mtidy and sparesly furnished. The family owns a television,
Hi Fij and subscribes to magazines. The mother works in a factory
and is the total support of the family. The community in which
"P" lives is overcrowded and run down. The only play area is on
the school grovinds.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
Mother would like to see Subject finish school because she did
not have the opportiinity to do so.IX.Therapeutic Measiures:
Conferences were held with Subject eaiplaining that she would not
be over-age in the next grade because her birthday did not come
before October of present year.
X. Self-Image Concept of Child;
"P” stated that she felt she would be embarrassed another year
in the seventh grade when she became fourteen.
Interpretative Summary
"P" is aware of her size and, hence, has the feeling that her
age too will be a deciding factor in her seventh grade year.
"P" would like for her mother to buy or move to a better
community but feels this may not materialize anytime soon.
After talking with girls on her age-level who have conferences
on the same problem, she realizes that she is not the only one with




Sex M Age 13 Birthdate 7-5-33 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Step Father x Mother x Both
Deceased: Marital Status
Other Family Members Grandparents; Aunt(s):
Uncle(8): Siblings; 2 Older Brothers:
Younger Brothers: Older Sisters: Younger Sisters 2
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Unknown
(2) Mother's Education Ninth grade
(3) Guardian's Education
I. Reasons for Referral:
1.Sex-Problems
2. Academic ProblemsII.Interests and Activities
1. Playing Games where Girls are Involved.III.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average Poor x
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes No x
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes No x
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes x No




(d)V.General Physical Health Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physiced. Health Status of CSiild's Family;
General physical health status of child's family is good.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Backgromad;
"Q” living conditions are those of an average family in an
overcrowded neighborhood. ”Q" lives in a three-room rented
apartment. He attends church irregular with mother. Mother
works as a laundry-helper.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School;
Mother feels that child should try to get more out of school
than what he is inqplying.IX.Therapeutic Measures:
has been required to participate in Physiceil Education
activities, such as: Basketball, Track and Pootball. He has
a tutor twice a week after school to work with him on his
academic problem.X.Self-Image Concept of Child;
Subject states that he is aware of misbehavior in not controlling
his heinds, eind would not like for his sisters to eacperience the
same thing.
Interpretative S\mmiary
"Q" promised to cooperate by keeping his hands to himself and not
abuse womanhood by running hemds under girls dresses.
Physical Education activities have helped him to keep hands
occupied. He has been placed on the football team and basketball team.




Sex M Age 13 Birthdate $-4-^4 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father x Mother x Both
Deceased: Mariteil Status
Other Family Menibers Grandparents; Aunt(s);
Uncle(s): Siblings: 4 Older Brothers; 3
Yo\inger Brothers; Older Sisters; Younger Sisters 1
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Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Elementary school
(2) Mother's Education Elementary school
(3) Guardian's Education
I. Reasons for Referral:
1. Does not seem to be academically challenged.
II. Interests and Activities
1. Playing Football 3. Building Model Cars
2. Playing Basketball 4. Reading Comic Books
III. Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average Poor X
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes No x
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes No x
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes x No
2. Reasons for irregular attendance:(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)V.General Physical Health Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
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General physical health status of child's family is good.
VXI. Socio-Economic eind Family Background:
"R” lives with mother, father, three brothers, and one sister in
a fo\u:-room rented apartment. They enjoy owning a car^ television
and Hi Fi set. Father is a laborer and mother does domestic
work. They regular attend chtirch.VIII.Parenteil Attitude Toward School:
"R's" mother would like to see him get a better education than
she or his father did. Mother realizes the need for an education.IX.Uierapeutic Measures:
Library assignments (research), report on activities of interest
to child. Extra responsibilities at school that are educational
science and social service club.X.Self-Image Concept of Child:
"R" realizes he is not doing his best in school. States he will
improve himself.
Inteipretative Summary
"R" is accepted by his peers; likes sports; and would like to be
a business man. Through conferences and assignment, "R” realizes one
cannot become a business man or anything inportant without first putting
forth effort. Subject admitted that in the past, he has not applied
himself because some others were not applying themselves. Subject tinder-
stands that each person should work for himself.
Case # S
Identification
Sex M Age 12 Birthdate 6-27-54 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased: Marital Status Separated
Other Family Members Grandmother: x Aunt(s):
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Uncle(s); Siblings; 2 Older Brothers: 1
Younger Brothers; Older Sisters: Younger Sisters 1
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian;
(1) Father's Education Unknowa
(2) Mother's Education High school - nurse
(3) Guardian's EducationI.Reasons for Referral;
1. Integrated school next year
2. Fears problem of going to school where teachers are white
and will not like him.II.Interests and Activities
1. Playing Basketball 2. Playing FootballIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average x Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes x No
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV,Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes x No






V.General Physical Health Status of CSiild:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physiceil HeeQ.th Status of Cihild's Family;
General physical health status of child’s family is good.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background;
"S" lives with mother and grandmother in a six-room house owned
by the greuidmother. Mother is a nurse. Kie whereabouts of the
father are unknown. The home boasts all of the modern con-
viences. The family regularly attend church.VIII,Parental Attitude Toweird School;
"S's" mother would like for him to become a doctor; therefore,
he will have to stay in school.IX.Therapeutic Measures;
Reading materials were given to Subject on cases where in¬
tegrated schools have been a success. "S" is constantly told
never to doubt himself.X.Self-Image Ctoncept of Child;
Youth has low estimate of self-worth
Interpretative Summary
"S" has read many articles and has seen films about schools that
are integrated. Some met with success where on the other hand, some
didn't. The reason for both problems were brought out. The reason for
integration to be a success or not lies in the individual. The attitude
one takes about the problem is the deciding factor.
Case # T
Identification
Sex F Age 11 Birthdate 9-28-5^ School Grade Sixth
Parents in the Home Father Step Mother x Both
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Deceased: Marital Status Separated
Other Family Members Grandparents; Aunt(s);
Itocle(s); Siblings: 4 Older Brothers: 1
Younger Brothers: 1 Older Sisters: Younger Sisters 2
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Unknown
(2) Mother's Education Elementary school
(3) Guardiein's Education
I. Reasons for Referral;
1. Irregular Attendance
II. Interests and Activities
1. Member of Girls' Club 3. Art
2. Music 4. Interpretative Dance
Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average Poor X
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes No x
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV. Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes No x
2. Reasons for irregular attendance;
(a) Takes grandmother to hospital sometimes.
(b) Had to go to town to get shoes for self.
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(c) Too late - had to wait for yoiinger sister.
(d) Goes back to sleep in A. M. after mother leaves.V.General Physical Health Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family;
General physiceil health status of the child's family is good
except for grandmother who does not live with subject.VII,Socio-Economic and Family Background:
"T's" neighborhood is overcrowded and so is "T's" three-room
rented apartment. The home was not very deem. Mother and
step father work and support the family.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School;
Parents have participated in conferences and contacted school
personnel stating interest and concern.IX.Therapeutic Measures;
Several interviews and conferences have been held with child
and mother.X.Self-Image Concept of Child;
"T" stated that on many occasions she wodd be in school but
had to run errands for mother. Other times she didnt' want to
go because she was sleepy.
Interpretative Summary
A close contact is maintained with the mother in order to keep
the child in school. Mother realizes that some of the errands placed
on the child (such as taking the grandmother to the hospital) shodd be
done by someone older.
Subject attends schod often now because some of the duties that




Sex F Age 11 Birthdate School Grade Sixth
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased: Marital Status Separated
Other Family Members Grandparents: Aunt(s):
Uncle(s): Siblings: 3 Older Brothers:
Younger Brothers: 2 Older Sisters: Younger Sisters 1
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Unknown
(2) Mother's Education Sixth grade
(3) Guardian's Education
I. Reasons for Referral:
1. Conduct and Attitude
II. Interests and Activities
1. Dance Class 3. Social Service Club
2. Art 4. Sewing Club
Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average X Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes No x
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes No x
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
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IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes x No




(d)V.General Physical Health Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
General physical health status of child's family is good except
for mother who suffers from high blood pressure.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Backgroimd:
"U" lives with mother, stepfather, two brothers, and one sister
in a six-room house which they are b\jying. Mother does not work.
Stepfather does a good job of supporting family.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
Mother would like for Subject to get a better education than she
did because she didn't have a chance.IX.Therapeutic Measures:
Conferences have been held with mother and Subject about conduct
and attitude.X.Self-Image Concept of Child:
"U" expressed the fact that she has been used to talking back
to adults. Subject also realizes that is not the correct thing
to do.
Interpretative Summary
A tape has been made of "U's" conduct in the classroom and played
back. Subject never realized how she sounded and was deeply embarrassed.
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She apologized for her misbehavior.
Mother of Subject had failed to correct her on other occasions
and at this point mother was also embarrassed.
Case # Y
Identification
Sex M Age 13 Birthdate 11-13-^3 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased: Marital Status Separated
Other Family Members Grandparents; Aunt(s):
Uncle(s): Siblings; 7 Older Brothers; 1
Younger Brothers: 3 Older Sisters: 2 Younger Sisters 1
Educational Status of Parents or Guardiein;
(1) Father’s Education Unknown
(2) Mother’s Education Finished elementary school
(3) Guardian's EducationI.Reasons for Referral;
1. Irregular attendanceII.Interests and Activities
1. Playing Basketball 3. Playing Football
2. Member of School ChoinisIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average Poor x
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes No x
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes No x
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No




Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes No x
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes No x
2. Reasons for irregular attendance:
(a) Illness
(b) Lack of shoesV.General Physical Health Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good. He has frequent
nose bleeds.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
General physical health status of child's family is good.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background:
"V" is supported by mother who works irregularly in a factory.
They live in a four-room rented, overcrowded apartment. They
attend church. Father's whereabouts are unknown.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
Mother would like for subject to attend school regularly but due
to having so many children sometimes they don't have sufficient
clothes or shoes to wear.IX.Therapeutic Measures:
In order to maintain better attendeince, the school welfare
committee has contributed several pieces of wearing apparel to
child. Child has also been placed on Partial Pay lunch.X.Self-Image Concept of Child:
"V" stated he likes to come to school but would like to look like
the other children at school.
Interpretative Summary
"V" is a large boy for his age and refuses to come to school with
out the necessary wearing apparels. With the help of the welfare committee
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"V" is back in school.
"V" would like to live in a better community and states that when
he becomes an adult he would not have as many children as his mother and
be unable to give them the necessary things to promote a better life.
Subject gets at least one well balanced meal a day through the




Sex F Age 12 Birthdate 4-2-^4 School Grade Sixth
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased; Father Marital Status
Other Family Members Grandparents: Aunt(s):
Uncle(s)'' Siblings: 5 Older Brothers: 1
Yo\inger Brothers: 1 Older Sisters: 1 Younger Sisters 2
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father’s Education Tenth grade
(2) Mother’s Education Tenth grade
(3) Guardian's EducationI.Reasons for Referral:
1. Ctonduct and AttitudeII.Interests and Activities
1. Member of Social Service Club 3. Member of a Dramatic Club
2. Member of School Chorus 4. Member of Girls' ClubIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good Average x Poor
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(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes x No
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well eilone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes x No




(d)V.General Physical Health Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
General physical health status of child's family is good.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Backgroimd:
"W" lives with mother, three sisters, and two brothers in a
foiir-room apartment. The mother works in a factory and receives
a social secvirity check from the father's death. The family
regularly attends chiorch. The family appears to be happy and
enjoying some of the modern conveniences. Subject lives in an
overcrowded neighborhood.
VUI. Parental Attitude Toward School:
Mother wo\ild like for "W" to finish school since she did not
have the opportunity to do so. She believes the school and home
should work together.
IX. Therapeutic Measures:
Subject has been counseled about her conduct and attitude. A
?5
close contact was maintained with "W's" mother in helping to
improve her conduct and attitude. Subject reports weekly to
Visiting Teacher.
X. Self-Image Concept of Child:
"W" stated that she has not expressed the attitude of a young
lady. She thought that when her friends laughed at the way she
expressed herself she made friends but later foiind out that the
so-called friends did not go alone with her actions.
Interpretative Summary
"W" is very neat in appearance. She is a happy go-lucky girl
but has to be counseled constantly about her behavior. Mother does not
approve of Subject's behavior. Subject has been punished severely by
mother. This, too, has helped Subject to maintain self-control. Sub¬
ject seemed sorry for her behavior and apologized to teacher.
Case # X
Identification
Sex F Age 12 Birthdate 10-11-^4 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother Both
Deceased: Marital Status
Other Family Members Grandmother: x Aunt(s):
Uncle(s): Siblings: 1 Older Brothers:
Younger Brothers: 1 Older Sisters: Younger Sisters
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Tenth grade
(2) Mother's Education Finished high school
(3) Guardian's Education
I. Reasons for Referral:
1. Conduct
96II.Interests and Activities
1. Member of Sewing dub 3. Member of Dramatic dub
2. Member of Art dub 4. Member of Library dub
5. ReadingIII.Teacher Rating
(a) Good X Average Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes x No
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV.Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes x No




(d)V.General Physical Health Status of Child:
General physical health status of child is good.VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
General physical health status of child's family is good.VII.Socio-Economic and Family Background:
"X" lives with mother, father, grandmother, and brother in a five-
room apartment. The home was very clean and well kept. The mother
works in a factory. Father is a truck driver. Grandmother looks
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after children when parents are at work. The family own most
of the modern conveniences that any average home would have,
including a car. There are various educational materials in
the home. Children are given an allowance each week. Although
neighborhood is overcrowded, family has a different attitude
toward life than most of their neighbors. Family regiilarly
attends church.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
Mother cooperates with school for betterment of the children.
Would like very much for Subject to finish college.IX.Therapeutic Measures:
Conferences have been held with both parents and Subject.
Subject reports weekly to Visiting Teacher.X.Self-Image Concept of Child:
"X" is sorry for her misbehavior but stated that she only ex¬
pressed herself in this manner because of her school mates*
attitudes.
Interpretative Summary
"X” \mderstands that one should think first before speaking.
You should never follow the group when you know you are wrong. "X"
stated that she would like to move from the present neighborhood and
parents are putting forth an effort to buy a home.




Sex F Age 12 Birthdate 6-28-^4 School Grade Seventh
Parents in the Home Father Mother x Both
Deceased: Marital Status Separated
Other Family Members Grandparents: Aunt(s):
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Uncle(s): Siblings: 4 Older Brothers: 2
Younger Brothers: Older Sisters: 2 Yoimger Sisters
Educational Status of Parents or Guardian:
(1) Father's Education Unknown
(2) Mother's Education Finished elementary school
(3) Guardian's Education
I. Reasons for Referral:
1. Physical Health
2. Irregular Attendance
II. Interests and Activities
1. Member of Girls’ Club 3. Reading
2. Member of Art Club 4. Member of School Chorus
Teacher Rating
(a) Good X Average Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes x No
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes x No
(d) Is pupil concerned about the grades he receives? Yes x No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes x No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes x No
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes x No
IV. Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes No x
2. Reasons for irregular attendance:
(a) Illness
V. General Physical Health Status of Qiild:
General physical health status of child is fair. Subject sleeps
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a lot and does not have too much energy.
VI. General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:
General physical health status of child's family is good.
VXI. Socio-Economic and Family Background:
iiyti with mother in a three-room rented apartment. Sub¬
ject's sisters and brothers are married. The father deserted
the family some years ago and his whereabouts are unknown.
Mother does domestic work and siipports the family. The home
is really kept well and furnished with modern conveniences. A
varied amount of educational materials are available in the home.VIII.Parental Attitude Toward School:
Mother stated since this is the youngest child, she would like
for her to go to college inasmuch as the older ones did not.IX.Therapeutic Measures:
Appointments with the doctor has been made and kept. A constant
check-up with the doctor has to be kept.X.Self-Image Concept of Child:
The Subject would like to attend school but due to illness she
had to remain at home.
Interpretative Summary
"Y" is short and thin for a girl of her age. The doctor's report
stated that "Y" is anemic. Since visiting the doctor on many occasions,
the Subject is more alert and her school work has improved.
The mother is very happy about "Y’s" improving conditions of
health.







Education is concerned with the development of children fully
functioning as persons. Guidance, therefore, becomes an integral part
of the educational process the moment the school touches the life of
the child.
The main function of the guidance program is to use our know¬
ledge of human growth and development in order to assist a child in
becoming a well-adjusted individual with the following behavior: (1)
works towards purposeful goals; (2) solves all kinds of problems in¬
telligently; (3) understands himself and, (4) respects others and
cooperates with them.
In recent years authorities seem to agree that earlier con¬
structive guidance services are offered children, the greater the
probability for them to grow and develop into well-adjusted personali¬
ties. If these services are continuous from the time children enter
elementary school through college, many of them will experience greater
personnel satisfaction and make contributions to the welfare of society
than should be expected of them in the absence of guidance service.
Oppenheimer, revealed in his study of home visits made by
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teachers, an average of three visits a year in the early years of
1
preventive delinquency.
The service rendered by the social service worker does not cover
all problems, nor all problem children. Scores of problems are handled
daily in the classroom, community agencies and resources, as well as
the home. Neither does this service relieve or duplicate other school
personnel of their responsibilities. It is not designed to handle
discipline, per se, nor academic teaching, but for helping children
solve their problems.
Although there are School Compulsory Attendance Laws which are
responsible for seeing to it that all educable children attend school,
these are somewhat nebulous, varying from one locale to another. Most
visiting teachers and social workers are expected to enforce these laws
2
as a last resort.
Realizing that there are many children who, for various reasons,
are unable to take advantage of school experiences academically, socially,
and emotionally, this is the area in which each individual is considered
on the basis of the services offered by the visiting teacher and com¬
munity agencies.
There seems to be no National criterion regarding the duties of
the visiting teacher, although most states identify such a person by
one name or another. Visiting teacher, visiting counselor or social
^J. J. Oppenheimer, "The Visiting Teacher Movement," Principles
of Guidance (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1946), p. 200.
2
The Visiting Teacher in Georgia (Atlanta: State Department of
Education, 1961), p. 9.
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worker. However, there are duties that are shared by all, such as:
attendance investigations, referral to community agencies, referrals to
Juvenile Court and Civil Court, conferences and consultations.
There are many school systems that go much further to Involve the
Visiting Teacher in such duties as: reporting to administration, at¬
tendance officer, supervision, running errands, checking state registers
and several tasks too numerous to mention here.
As the educational programs expand and become more specialized
and Involved, many of the above named duties are fast going out of ex¬
istence and more specific responsibilities are defined and supervised
by trained personnel.
Evolution of the problem
Twelve years of teaching experience and community involvement
with children who seemed to be repeaters of certain unique behavior has
been constantly the concern of the writer. It appears that no indi¬
vidual or groups has been able to reach many of the pupils and families.
Some pupils and families appear to benefit from the services of the
Visiting Teacher, but to what degree has never been evaluated. This
encouraged the writer to investigate these services and identify the
problem, the efforts involved in helping to adjust the problems and results
of the efforts.
Contribution to educational knowledge
The writer feels as a result of this study the focus on indi¬
vidual Involvement with the family will motivate and point up the ad¬
vantages of each school having a visiting teacher. It is hoped that
consistent relationship with the family will alleviate certain problems
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that may be the causative factors of behavior that is not desirable or
acceptable.
Statement of the problem
The problem involved in this study was to develop a profile of
the tasks of the Visiting Teacher Involved In the case-studies of
twenty-five children referred for visitation and counsel.
Purpose of the study
The major purpose of this research was to Identify and
characterize the various rasks of guidance and counseling which the
visiting teacher is called upon to perform in family situations of the
children referred to her for attendance and delinquency problems.
More specifically, the purposes of this research were to
determine:
1. The types of problems children referred to the Visiting
Teacher as revealed through the study of twenty-five
case-studies in the North Avenue School, Atlanta,
Georgia.
2. The various types of specific tasks of guidance and
counseling which the Visiting Teacher is called upon
to perform day by day.
3. The socio-economic backgrounds of the families of the
twenty-five children who have been referred to the Visiting
Teacher in the North Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia.
4. The apparent "self-image Concept" of the referred pupils
and the "level of aspiration" of their families as the
Visiting Teacher assesses the family situation and the
individual school children.
Limitations of the study
This study was limited to twenty-five pupils of the North Avenue
School, Atlanta, Georgia who were referred to the Visiting Teacher of
Definition of terms
Significant terms used in this study are defined below:
1, ’’Visiting Teacher," refers to a combined teacher and
social worker whose chief functions are (a) the removal
of the existing handicaps of school children that have
resulted from their social environment, (b) the en¬
forcement of attendance regulations.
2. ’’Behavior,’’ refers broadly to anything that an organism
does. Including overt, physical action. Internal,
1 and emotional processes, and implicit mental
3, ’’Referral,’’ refers to a pupil^who has been referred to
an agency for help and study.
4. ’’Agencies,’’ refers to three areas of social service that
are the concern of the home, the school and the community.
(1) Courts and related agencies; (2) family and children's
services, and (3) health services.^
Recapitulation of the Research Design of
the Study
Significant aspects of the locale and research-design of this
research are characterized below:
1. Locale and period of study - The central locale of this study
was in the North Avenue Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia,
Area Ill, of the Atlanta Public School System, the Trevor
Arnett Library, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, and
the home of the writer, Atlanta, Georgia. The study was
made during the 1966-1967 school year.
2. Method of research - The descriptive survey method of re¬
search, employing the questionnaire and documentarled,
was used to collect the required data for this research.
^Carter V. Good, Dictionary of Education (New York and London:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1945), p. 446.
^Ibid.. p. 43.
3
Op. cit.. p. 337.
^Edward W. Smith, Stanley W. Krouser, Jr., and Mark M. Atkinson,
The Educator's Encyclopedia (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-




3. Subjects - The subjects used in this study were the families
and the twenty-five boys and girls ranging in age from
eleven to fourteen and enrolled in grades fourth through
seventh. They are racially identified as Negroes who were
enrolled in the North Avenue Elementary School of the
Atlanta Public School System, during the 1966-1967 school
year,
4, Materials and instruments - The basic materials and instru¬
ments used in the study were (a) permanent record folders,(b)referral records, (c) questionnaire, (d) interviews, and
(e) case-history profiles*
5. Criterion of reliability - The "criterion of reliability" of
the data collected were the accuracy and authenticity of
the data-items on the referrals to the Visiting Teacher, and
the accuracy and authenticity of the responses of the referrals
families to the respective items on the questionnaires.
6, Procedural steps - The procedural steps used to conduct this
research were:
(a) Permission was obtained from the Atlanta Board of
Education to conduct this study.
(b) The literature related was surveyed, abstracted and
presented in the thesis copy.
(c) The questionnaire on the Role of the Visiting Teacher
was constructed and validated under the direction of
staff members of the School of Education, Atlanta
University,
(d) The data derived from the questionnaire and official
records was assembled in appropriate tables as Indicated
by the purposes of the research,
(e) The data were statistically treated with reference to
frequency and per cent of the data - items on the
records and the data-items on the questionnaire.
(f) The developed statement of the findings, conclusions,
implications and recommendations were Incorporated
into the final thesis copy.
Summary of Related Literature
The significant point-of-departure on the problem of this study
as reported in the literature are summarized in the separate statements
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below:
1. The services of the Visiting Teacher are greatly needed
In elementary schools.
2. The Visiting Teacher should not replace the regular teachers
who function as counselors, for the classroom teacher should
still remain the key guidance worker In the elementary
school.
3. The Visiting Teacher should be professionally trained.
4. Parent-child or teacher-child relationships cannot be
understood without knowledge of the family and school
Influence on the child's character and attitudes.
5. The work of the Visiting Teacher goes Into the home, the
classroom, or wherever a situation exists that may help
to reveal and explain the causes of the child difficulties.
6. The Visiting Teacher must know the alms and procedures of
the school.
7. The Visiting Teacher works to close the gap between the
school culture and home culture of the disadvantaged child,
which results In the Inability to use the means of learning
that the school provides thus generates hostility to the
school, and resistance to what It teaches.
8. The Visiting Teacher strives to better understand the dis¬
advantaged child.
9. The Visiting Teacher treatment of problem children Is based
upon the fact that useful citizenship and right living are
the normal outgrowth of the sound training and wholesome
behavior In childhood.
Summary of Basic Findings
The more comprehensive data set forth In Chapter 11 are sum¬
marized and presented In the separate statements below.
1. The Visiting Teacher provides direct casework service to
assist Individual children and their families with school
problems.
2. Out of the twenty-five referrals It was found that a greater
percentage relied heavily upon television sets, radios, and
hl-fl sets for entertainment and growth In comparison with
a much lower percentage of the referrals that utilized,
newspapers, books and magazines.
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3. The Visiting Teacher acts as an agent of the school
administration.
4. The Visiting Teacher accepts referrals from teachers or
other school personnel.
5. The Visiting Teacher acts as a liaison between the school
and community agencies.
6. In determining the percentages of educational status of the
referrals' parents, it was found that there were a higher
percentage rating for the mothers than the fathers, however,
the majority of the parents over-all educational status
was considerably low.
7. The Visiting Teacher cooperates with community agencies
by providing pertinent information about a child's school
adjustment and achievement.
8. A higher percentage of referrals came from broken homes.
9. In identifying the chief interests and activities of t|ie
referrals it was found that their major concern was
centered around those clubs and activities that dealt
the schools, with the exception of reading comic books.
10. The Visiting Teacher helps school personnel to understand
the environmental factors outside of the school which
affect a child's behavior.
11. The Visiting Teacher helps the child to better understand
himself and his environment.
Conclusions
The analysis and interpretation of the data would seem to warrant
the following conclusions:
1. The Visiting Teacher serves aa an invaluable guide in the
over-all school program but should not replace the regular
teachers who function as counselors; for the classroom
teacher should still remain the key guidance worker in the
elementary school.
2. The referrals as indicated in Chapter II and the findings of
this thesis, maintains a comprehensive level for activities
centered around the school.
3. Relationships among parent-child and teacher-child can be
understood if there is a knowledge of the family and school
influence on the child's character and attitudes, which
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factors are of major concern.
4. The referrals self-concept Is of vital importance in helping
to alleviate problems concerning them.
5. Earlier constructive guidance services channeled through the
child has a greater probability for growth and development
into well-adjusted personalities.
Implications
The interpretation of the data would appear to justify the fol¬
lowing Implications:
1. Socio-economic factors have a tendency to enhance the out¬
come of a child's over-all developmental processes.
2. The Visiting Teacher plays an integral pact in the school
program.
3. Children with attendance problems have a tendency to be
referred to the Visiting Teacher.
4. Information concerning the characteristic behavior and over¬
all outlook of the family have utility for those persons
guiding the educational experiences of children.
Recommendations
The findings, conclusions, and implications which stemmed from
this research would appear to warrant the following recommendations:
1. All elementary schools should have the benefit of the ser¬
vices of a Visiting Teacher.
2. Parents should become more available concerning activities
of the child before problems arise.
3. Each school should have the services of a full time rather
than part time Visiting Teacher.
4. Where there are no Visiting Teachers in the school, an
Interested person should be allowed to assume the duties
of a Visiting Teacher and pursue the professional course
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Parent or Guardian Mother's Maiden Name
Problem: (Check and explain below) ( ) Personality or Behavior ( ) Scholastic
( ) Attendance ( ) Economic ( ) Health ( ) Family Relationship ( ) Other
Referring Person School Social Service Worker
Explain problem briefly: Findings and Action:






School Social Service Worker
QUESTIONNAIRE
The purpose of this questionnaire is to make an effort to help
to better adjust in the school, the home, and the
community.
Please answer questions as accurately as possible.
All information will remain confidential.
Sex Age ) Birthdate School Date
Parents in the Home Father Mother Both
Deceased ' Marital Status
Other Family Members Grandparents
Aunt(s): Uncle(s): ^Siblings:
Older Brothers Younger Brothers;
Older Sisters: Younger Sisters;





(1) Are you employed outside the home? Yes No
(2) What is your occupation?
(3) Is your husband employed? Full-time Pact-time
Not at all
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(4) What is your husband's occupation
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Patterns of Life Interest
1. Do you have a telephone in the Home? Yes No
2. Do you have a radio in working order? Yes No
3. Do you have a T.V. set in working order? Yes No
4. Is your T.V, a color set? Yes No
5. Do have a record player or Hi-Fi set in working order? Yes No_
6. Do you usually read a dally newspaper? Yes No
7. Do you read any magazines regularly? Yes No
8. Do you want your children to finish school? Yes No
9. Do you think that your child's teachers did a good job of teaching
him or her? Yes No Unable to say
10, Are the teachers friendly in the school where your child attended?
Very friendly Reasonably friendly Not friendly
11, Do your children have a quiet place to study? Yes No
12, Are you satisfied with the education your child is getting? Yes
No
Level of Aspiration
1, Do you own your home? Yes No
2, If you do not own your own home, are you buying it? Yes No
3, Do you belong to a church? Yes No
4, Do you go to church? Regular Irregular
5, Would you want your child to be better educated than you? Yes No
Than your husband? Yes No
6, Do you want your child to go to college? Yes No
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Interview Schedule
1, How long have you lived in Atlanta?
2 . How long have you lived at your present address?
3, Did you know anything about the beighborhood before you moved in?
Yes No
4, Where did you liee before?
5, How do you feel about your present neighborhood?
6, Who manages the Income in your family?
Why?
7, How do you feel about children born out-of-wedlock?
Pre-marital pregnancy?
8, What would you want to see done with your child if he became a
drop-out?
9, Do you consider your husband a good one? If so, Why? If not. Why?
10, What is the family income from all sources?
11, Does he support the family as best he can?
12, Who decides when and who given the punishment in your home?
D. What is the nature of the child-adult relationship in your home?
14. What do you believe is the responsibility of teachers in the rearing
of children?
15. What were some of the things that you wished to have achieved but
did not succeed in doing so prior to your marriage?
16. Would you like to see your child realize any of these ambitions which
you have for yourself?





Sex Age Birthdate School Grade
Parents in the Home Father Mother Both
Deceased: Marital Status:
Other Family Members _______ Grandparents: Aunt(s);
Uncle(s): ^Siblings: Older Brothers:
Tbunger Brothers; Older Sisters: Younger Sisters






















(a) Good Average Poor
(b) Does pupil work up to capacity? Yes No
(c) Does pupil attack problems willingly? Yes No
(d) Is pupil concerned wbout the grades he receives? Yes No
(e) Does pupil work well with others? Yes No
(f) Does pupil work well alone? Yes No ________
(g) Does pupil ever ask for help? Yes No
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IV Attendance
1. Does pupil attend school regularly? Yes




(d)V.General Physical Health Status of Child:VI.General Physical Health Status of Child's Family:VII,Socio-Economic and Family BackgroundVVIII,Parental Attitude Toward School:
IX. Therapeutic Measures:
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